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Annexe III: Travellers from the British Isles in the Duchy of Lorraine 
(1697-1737)1 
 
This list is based on the record kept in the Archives Départementales de Meurthe-et-Moselle2 and 
the compiled documentation of recent secondary sources3 as well as the primary sources4 used for 
this dissertation.5 When the identifications are uncertain, the names are preceded by an asterisk. 
When people have connections with each other that are of relevance for this study, this is indicated 
in italics at the end of the biodata. Although the tutors have been added to the general count of 
travellers, we have decided to keep them in the entry of the grand tourists they supervised, unless 
they authored their own travel text. We have also limited the biographical notice to the information 




Richard Hill (1655/6-1727) 
He was the 2nd son of Rowland Hill of Hawkstone and Margaret Whitehall of Doddington, 
Shropshire. He studied at St John’s College, Cambridge, and graduated BA (1679), MA (1682). 
He was William III’s envoy to Brussels from 1696 and he stopped at the court of Lorraine on 
his way to Turin in 1699. Indeed, Orange had sent him to the duke of Savoy, Victor Amadeus 
II. When he returned to England, he became Lord of the Treasury (1699-1702) and Lord of the 
Admiralty (1702-1708). He is mostly known for his service on the continent as an Envoy 
extraordinary to Savoy Sardinia. Hill seemed to have met Francis Taaffe in Lorraine since 
Taaffe mentions the “friendship” between the two men in a letter written in 1701.7 Before 
becoming fellow of the Royal Society (1708) and a fellow of Eton College (1714), Hill was 
often described as a moderate tory and was a tutor to the Burlington family and then to Laurence 
Hyde. 
 
1 The list comprises the travellers attending the court and/or the educational institutions of the Duchy of Lorraine. 
Although most of them attended the academy, some travellers connected to the English Benedictines of Dieulouard 
have been added when it is relevant for the general argument of the thesis. 
2 When applicable, the name written on the list is indicated with the mention [sic]. ADMM 3F276 piece 21 
3 When the notice exists, the biodatas have been expanded from the Oxford Dictionary of National Biography 
(ODNB), from the Dictionary of Irish Biography (DIB) and from John Ingamells, A dictionary of British and Irish 
Travellers in Italy 1701-1800 (Yale: Yale University Press, 1997), unless the footnotes indicate otherwise. 
4 We have kept the same footnotes system for archival material (e.g: BL for British Library and BodLib for 
Bodleian Library, etc…) 
5 The most comprehensive list to this day is the one published in the Pays Lorrain in December 2017. It identifies 
correctly up to 38 names; our list contains 85 travellers.  
6 This number indicates how many travellers were present for each year, tutors included when their identity is 
known. 
7 Francis Taaffe to his niece from Osnabruck on 6 December 1701 in Memoire of the Family of Taffe (Vienne, 
Auer, 1856), p.247. 
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1711 (1) 
Sir Carnaby Haggerston (c1700-1756) 
He was the son of William Haggerston, 2nd Baronet of Haggerston Castle in Northumberland. 
Carnaby went on a Grand Tour from 1710 to 1719 with the tutor John Thornton, a Jesuit priest.8 
He stopped in Lorraine to attend the English Benedictine college of Dieulouard but arrived later 
than originally planned because his journey had been affected by the war.9 When James Francis 
Edward Stuart - the Old Pretender - arrived in Lorraine, Carnaby was attending the court of Bar-
Le-Duc.10 In 1714, Alexis Simon Belle (1674-1734) came to Lorraine to paint the portraits of 
several Jacobites present at the court in Bar.11 He painted Charles Leslie (1650-1722), David 
Nairne (1655-1740), three new portraits of James12 and a portrait of Carnaby Haggerston who 
was at the court.13 Haggerston then continued his Grand Tour and was spotted in Naples in May 
171814 and in Padua in March 1719.15 His exact date of return to his estate is unknown but he 
married Elizabeth Middleton In 1721. Their son, William Haggerston kept regular contacts with 
the English monks of Dieulouard. 
See Carnaby Haggerston (1715) 
1713 (2) 
Sir Edward Gascoigne, 6th Baronet (1697-1750) 
Edward Gascoigne was the son of Sir John Gascoigne of Parlington from York. In 1713, he 
went to school at Dieulouard and went on a tour in 1724 after succeeding his father.16 As a 
committed English Catholic, he surrounded himself with like-minded companions for his tour: 
Henry Bostock, a physician and a Mr Warren, a cousin of the Warrens who were in Lorraine at 
the time.17 Edward had his portrait painted by the Italian Painter Francesco Trevisani (1656-
 
8 John Fisher, a Benedictine of St Laurence was in contact with the Haggerstons. ADMMH75. 
9 Jeremy Black, The British Abroad: The Grand Tour In The Eighteenth Century, New edition (Stroud, 
Gloucestershire: The History Press Ltd, 2003), p.143. 
10 Frédéric Richard-Maupillier, “The English Benedictines in Eighteenth-Century Lorraine” in Liam Chambers, 
Thomas O’Connor (Eds.), Forming Catholic Communities. Irish, Scots and English College Networks in Europe, 
1568-1918 (Leiden, Bostom: Brill, 2018), p.128. 
11 Edward Corp, A Court in Exile: The Stuarts in France, 1689-1718 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
2009), pp.292-293. 
12 Payment to Belle on 11 September 1714, BodLib Carte MSS 211 folio 318 and Letter of Stafford to James III 
on 9 February 1748, State Papers [SP] 289/124.  
13 Oil on Canvas, 148*116cm, NGI.912 at National Gallery of Ireland. 
14 State Paper Foreign [SPF] 93/4. Fleetwood, 6 May 1718. 
15 H.F Brown, Inglesi e Scozzesi all’ Universita di Padova dall’ anno 1618 sino al 1765 (Venice, 1921), p.1610 
16 A part of his journey is described in a partially published journal. See E. Done, Leeds Arts Calendar, 77[1975]:4 
- 12. 
17 See Part I Chapter 1 section b & c. 
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1746) around 172418 before going to Padua by February 172519 and Rome in March.20 He then 
made two new companions: Sir Francis Head, 4th Baronet (c1696-1768) who had Jacobite 
sympathies21 and Richard Dalton22, who was a Jacobite too.23 By November 1725, they were in 
Florence,24 then Milan in December25 and Bologna by January 1726.26 
 See Carnaby Haggerston (1711) & Richard Rawlinson (1720) 
Thomas Belasyse 
Thomas was a student at Dieulouard.  See John Belasyse (1721-1722) 
1713-1715 & 1727 
James Francis Edward Stuart27  
While the Old Pretender has never been registered at the academy directly, he was regularly 
attending the court at Lunéville and many travellers must have seen him and his courtiers there 
between 1713 and 1715. While in Lorraine, he was under the incognito “Chevalier de St-
George”28 and was holding his court in Bar-Le-Duc, a town close to Lunéville and Nancy. Duke 
Leopold and the court of Lorraine went to visit the Jacobite Pretender several times in Bar and 
James was also visiting Leopold’s court. After the failure of the 1715, James went back to St 
Germain but was asked to leave for Lorraine, where the Duke did not welcome him as he had 
done in 1713. James accepted an invitation from the Pope to go to Rome and he finally settled 
in Urbino in July 1717.29 In 1719, he went to Spain for the aborted expedition to Scotland, but 
he came back with his bride – the polish princess Clementina Sobieska (1702-1735) – who gave 
James a son on 31 December 1720. On 22 June 1727, George I died, and James thought he had 
a chance to reclaim his throne: he left Bologna for Lorraine on 5 July and was asked by the 
 
18 This portrait can be seen in Lotherton Hall, Leeds Museums and Galleries, oil on canvas H 133.4 x W 98.5cm. 
Accession number: LEEAG.PA.1968.0007.0004. 
19 Bruce Redford, Dilettanti: the antic and the antique in Eighteenth-century England (Los Angeles: Getty 
publications, 2008), p. 18. 
20 SPF 85/15 
21 SPF 85/14 & SPF 85/15  
22 Edward Gascoigne, travel journal 1724-6 (West York Archive Service, Leeds, gc/f6/7.)  Entry 19 April 1725. 
[Gascoigne Jnl] 
23 Calendar of the Stuart Papers belonging to His Majesty the King preserved at Windsor Castle, 7 volumes (1902-
1923) [HMC Stuart], 6:591 & Brown, pp.1609 - 11 
24 SPF 98/25 
25 Jeremy Black, Italy and the Grand Tour, p.88 
26 Leeds Arts Calendar, 77[1975]:16 (S. Degge to Galilei, 10 Mar. 1726) 
27 For more on his time in Lorraine, See Part I Chapter 2, Part II Chapter 2, Part II Chapter 2.  
28 Lucien Bély, ‘L’incognito des princes : l’exemple de Jacques III’ in Revue de la Bibliothèque nationale, 46 
(1992), pp.40-3. 
29 Edward Corp, The Jacobites at Urbino: An Exiled Court in Transition (London: Palgrave Macmillan, 2009), 
pp.1-10.  
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Duke to go back to Rome.30 From then on, James resolved to the idea of staying in exile and 
settled a more permanent court in Rome, which was visited by many travellers over the years. 
1715 (3) 
*M Comte Trapp [sic]  
The name “comte Trapp” appears two times on the list: in 1715 and in 1723. They could be one 
of the two Trapp brothers, sons of Joseph Trapp (1638-1698): This first occurrence could be 
Joseph Trapp (1679-1747), the English Clergyman and poet.31 
See M Comte Trapp (1723) 
Sir Carnaby Haggerston (c1700-1756) 
See Sir Carnaby Haggerston (1711) 
*Thomas Coke, 1st Earl of Leicester (1697-1759) 
He was the elder brother of Edward Coke who was at the academy in 1717. The identification 
stems from Thomas’s recommendation for his brother to go to Lorraine. Indeed, on his own 
tour, Thomas went to the academy of Turin from December 1714 to April 1715 before moving 
on to visit Switzerland & Germany to be recorded again in December 1715, sailing from 
Marseilles to Palermo.32  
See Edward Coke (1717) & Charles Stanhope (1725) 
1716 (2) 
*Milord Bury et 1 gouverneur [sic]: Sir Thomas Bury (bapt.1652-1722)33 
He is likely to be the youngest son of Sir William Bury (1605-1669) of Linwood, from 
Lancashire. Bury graduated from Oxford in February 1668 and was called to the bar in 
June 1676 before becoming counsel for the city of Lincoln in August 1681. He was 
knighted in February 1701 and became baron of the Exchequer in the same year. He 
discharged law during Queen Anne’s reign and noticeably trialled the leaders of the 
Sacheverell riots. His widely known Whig sympathy led George I to appoint him Chief 
Baron of the exchequer in June 1716 before being elected a member of the Royal Society 
in 1718.  
 
30 Edward Corp, The Stuarts in Italty, 1719-1766: A Royal Court in Permanent Exile (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 2014), p. 187. 
31 There is also the possibility that he was an Austrian count, but we have not got more proofs towards this direction 
either. 
32 See Thomas Coke entry in John Ingamells, A dictionary of British and Irish Travellers in Italy. 
33 The identification is based on the presence of his cousin, Joseph Bury. Joseph was at the Lorraine court as a 
servant to Theobald Taaffe in 1702. See Part I, Chapter 1 section b & c.  
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1717 (6) 
*M Baron Corth [sic] 
Monsieur Chichester et son Gouverneur [sic]: John Chichester (1689-1740)34 
Sir John Chichester, 4th Baronet of Youlston Park in Devon was the son of Sir Arthur 
Chichester (1689-1718), 3rd baronet of Youlston Park and Elizabeth Drewe. He married 
Anne Leigh (1695-1723) and he was a convinced Jacobite during George I’s reign. He 
was even included on a lit of Jacobites sent to the Pretender in 1721 and kept in touch 
with Lord Atterbury’s agent during the 1722 plot.35 He seemed to have been in Padua 
in 1719,36 reinforcing the possibility of his presence in Lorraine in 1717. He became an 
MP for Barnstaple in 1734. 
See Johm Pelham (1719), Justin Plunkett via Anne Leigh (1720). 
Edward Coke [sic]: Edward coke of Longford (1702-1733)37 & his tutor 
Edward was the younger brother of Thomas Coke, 1st earl of Leicester (1697-1759), 
both son of Edward Coke (c1676-1707). They were the landowners of a considerable 
estate near Holkham, Norfolk. In 1707, their father died, and the estate was managed by 
relatives until Thomas turned 18 in 1715; In the meantime, both brothers went on the 
Grand Tour. Thomas was on his tour with his tutor Thomas Hobart38 and went to France, 
the Netherlands, and the Habsburg Empire to end up in Rome by 1714. Thomas was 
back in England by May 1718, where he married Lady Margaret Tufton (1700-1775), 
suo jure Baroness Clifford and then Margaret Coke, countess of Leicester. As for 
Edward, we know he was in France during the time of Thomas’s tour (1712 to 1718)39 
because he was in Angers from January to April 1713,40 asking to travel during the 
 
34 These information are partially derived from John Chichester notice available at 
http://www.historyofparliamentonline.org/volume/1715-1754/member/chichester-sir-john-1689-1740 , accessed 
on 5 August 2019. 
35 For more on his links to the Atterbury plot, See Part I Chapter II section b & c.  
36 Brown, p.1639. 
37 Most of the information of this biodata are compiled from D.P Mortlock, Aristocratic splendour: money and the 
world of Thomas Coke, earl of Leicester (Cheltenham: The History Press, 2007).  
38 We have not been able to identify which Thomas Hobart was Edward Coke’s tutor but he might be related to 
the Hobart family from northern Norfolk, which is close to Holkham. 
39 “My master Coke is in good helth and … likes Dr. Hubbard and Dr. Ferrara very well” in a Letter from Humfrey 
Smith to Sir John Newton, written from Dover on 24 August 1712. “I begg my duty to my Lady & Service to my 
Aunt as Doctor Hobart and Sinior Ferare Puncanella do to you” in a Letter from Thomas Coke to Sir John Newton 
written from Dunkirk on 11 September 1712. Gloucestershire Archives [GA], Correspondence of Sir John Newton, 
DI844-C11.  
40 Letter from Coke to Sir John Newton written from Angers on 28 January 1713. [GA], F/G 2(3), pp. 10-11. Letter 
from Hobart to Sir John Newton written from Angers on 29 January 1713. Lincolnshire Record Office [LRO], 
Monson Papers [MP], 7/12/199. Letter from Coke to Sir John Newton written from Angers on 12 February 1713. 
[GA], F/G 2(4), n 79. Letter from Coke to Sir John Newton written from Angers on 12 March 1713. [GA], F/G 
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summer.41 They missed each other in Paris in February 1718. Thomas Coke, who 
probably went to Lunéville around 1715, advised Edward to go to the Academy to 
improve his French in 1717.42 Edward followed his advice since he appears on the 
ADMM list. All we know of his visit is that Edward was very satisfied with his stay 
since the Duke often invited him to his table for dinner.43 Edward probably stopped 
there on his way to Padua since he was there with Sir Henry Maynard, 3rd Baronet 
(d.1738) in 1719.44 He went back to England and then decided to go on a second tour 
between 1728 and 1730 with his younger brother, Robert (1704-1750). In December 
1728, Edward and Robert reached Padua with Sir John Buckworth, 2nd Baronet (1700-
1758).45 By March 1729, they were in Venice and about to set off for Bologna.46 He 
was then in Venice with Charles Stanhope, Robert and Sir John Buckworth the same 
month before going to Bologna at the end of March 1729. The four companions arrived 
in Rome by January 173047 before Edward left Robert and Stanhope to go to the 
Carnival in Venice with Buckworth on 12 January.48 He then left the city in early July 
1730 to make his way back to England.  
 
See Thomas Coke (1715), Humphrey Fish in Charles Stanhope (1725), Sir John 
Buckworth in Charles Hamilton (1725) See Milord Clifford (1721) & John Belasyse 
(1722) 
 
*Raphael Delattre, Lord Fingall 
Raphael Delattre has been identified by Frederic-Richard Maupillier and attended the academy 
in October 1717. He was the brother of James Delattre, “Gentleman Armourer” to King James 
in 170849 and equerry between 1704 and 1742.50 He was directing the stables at Bar51 before 
 
2(3), pp.44-47. Letter from Hobart to the guardians written from Angers on 2 April 1713. [GA], F/G 2(3), pp.84-
87. 
41 A response from Sir Edward Coke to Hobart’s request to leave Angers and travel during the summer 1713. LRO, 
MP 25/3/21. 
42 See Part II Chapter 1 section b. 
43 D. P Mortlook, Aristocratic splendour: money and the world of Thomas Coke earl of Leicester (Stroud: The 
History Press Ltd, 2008), p.47. 
44 Sir Henry Maynard was with Edward Coke, Thomas Hales and Benjamin Moyer. Brown, pp.1622-5.   
45 Brown, p.1861-3. 
46 Letter dated 4 March 1729. SP 99/63, f 91. 
47 Letter dated 5 January 1730, SP 98/32 f 16. 
48 Letter dated 12 January 1730 SP 98/32, f 17. 
49 He is paid 150 livres en 1708. Edward Corp, A court in exile, p.132. 
50 Edward Corp, The Stuarts in Italy, p.360. 
51 Edward Corp, A court in exile, p.286. 
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following the Jacobites to the papal states in 1716.52 By 1740, the Delattre family was still 
keeping contact with David Nairne53 and James appears on the pensioners list until 1750.54 
1718 (3) 
*M. Schot son gouverneur [sic]: Walter Scott of Harden (…-1719) 
He could be one of the descendants of Walter Scott, earl of Tarras (1644-1693).  Other than the 
list, the only record we have of him is the death of Walter Scott of Harden in Nancy on 
November, 7th 1719. A protestant, he was buried at St Arnual near Saarbrücken.55 
 See James Hamilton (1718) & James and Charles Hamilton (1724-25) 
*James Hamilton, 5th Duke of Hamilton and 2nd Duke of Brandon (1703-1743) or Lord 
William Hamilton (1706-1734), his brother. 
He was one the sons of James Hamilton, 4th Duke of Hamilton and 1st Duke of Brandon (1658-
1712)56 and Anne Spencer (1667-1690), daughter of Robert Spencer, 2nd Earl of Sunderland 
(1641-1702).  He is identified by Frederic-Richard Maupillier as James 5th Duke of Hamilton 
and 2nd Duke of Brandon (1703-1743)57. Whether it is true that James Hamilton was reported to 
be on a Grand Tour in September 1719,58 there is no recorded proof of his presence on the 
Continent before 1729.59 He could have been in Lorraine in 1718 but it seems unlikely as he 
matriculated the same year at Christ Church, Oxford and was created Doctor of Civil Law in 
June 1719.60  From the record, there was a Page named Hamilton at Leopold’s court in 170961 
and Jean Austetzk - “gouverneur de Monsieur le Comte d’Hamilton, gentilhomme de 
 
52 He was still at his service in 1718. Edward Corp, A court in exile, pp. 304, 313. He continued his employed in 
Avignon and Urbino. Edward Corp, Sir David Nairne, p.293. 
53 Edward Corp, Sir David Nairne, p.435. 
54 From the list of Pensionniers for the years 1742-1750 Edward Corp, The Stuarts in Italy, p.366. 
55 Wolfgang Behringer, Wolfgang Kraus, Roland Marti (Eds.), Die Reformation zwischen Revolution and 
Renaissance. Reflexionen zum Reformationsjubilaüm (Berlin: Lit Verlag, 2019), pp. 165-170 & Albert 
Ruppersberg, St Arnual. Geschichte des Stiftes und des Dorfes (Essen: EA Edition, 1930), p.127. 
56 He was a peer of Scotland and became Gentleman of the bedchamber to Charles II before being made knight of 
the Order of the Thistle by James II in 1687. He was against the accession of William of Orange and was often 
suspected of Jacobitism. Victor Stater, Duke Hamiltom is dead! A Story of aristocratic life and death in Stuart 
Britain (New York: Hill & Wang Publishing, 1999). 
57 Identified by Frederic Richard Maupillier in ‘L’académie de Lunéville, miroir des relations diplomatiques entre 
la Lorraine et la Grande-Bretagne (1715-1737)’ in Le Pays Lorrain, 4 (2017), pp.303-312. (p.307).   However, the 
author does not give any proof or reference for this identification. 
58 Elisabeth Gibson, The Royal Academy of Music 1719-1720, The Institution and its Directors (New York: 
Garland, 1989), p.98. 
59 He was in Venice for the carnival. Bernardina Sani, Rosalba Carriera: Catalogo Raisonne (Turin: Allemandi 
Editore, 1988), number 282. He then went to Parma in March, Rome and Naples in April to finish in Rome in 
May. He went back to England via Florence and Parma. SPF 85/16, fs.521, 526, 530, 534, 536, 538. 
60 Joseph Foster, Alumni Oxonienses: The Members of the University of Oxford, 1715-1886 (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 1891-92), II (1891), p.594. 
61 Alain Petiot, ‘D’Innsbruck à Lunéville. L’expérience de l’exil du duc Léopold’, in Echanges, passages et 
transferts à la cour du duc Léopold, ed. Anne Motta (Rennes: Presses Universitaires de Rennes, 2017), pp.33-46 
(p.38).  
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l’académie”- was buried in Lorraine in September 1709.62 Therefore, we think it might have 
been James’s brother, Lord William Hamilton (1706-1734), the head of the Jacobite movement 
in Scotland,63 first husband of the memorialist Frances Vane (1715-1788).64 William was on the 
continent since he was trying to escape his duties towards the Hanoverians and he was reported 
to have met the Pretender several times before 1726.65 He kept a correspondence with the 
Jacobites, at least until 1733.66 
See Robert Spencer (1720, 1726), Charles Spencer (1720, 1726), See Henry Vane (1721), 
Charles Hamilton (1725) & Anne Hamilton (1728) 
1719 (4)  
*Monsieur Pelhain [sic] : John Pelham 
A John Pelham had been recorded in Leiden in October 171667 and he wrote a letter to his cousin 
Thomas Pelham, 1st Duke of Newcastle under Lyme (1693-1768)68 from Nancy and dated prior 
to 1721.69 Moreover, a Mr  Pelham was recorded leaving Rome in April 1723 with three 
companions: Edward Finch, John Innes and John St Clair (1683-1750).70 The same St Clair, “a 
Scot named St Clair of the pretender’s party”,71 was going from Naples to Rome in April 1722 
before leaving Rome for Florence with the same three companions in April 1723.72 St Clair 
became an MP for Dysart Burghs in 1708 and was unseated.73 Pardoned from Queen Anne in 
1712 through the intercession of the Duke of Hamilton, he took part in the 1715 Jacobite 
rebellion anyway before leaving for the continent after the battle of Sheriffmuir to avoid 
punishment.74 In 1733, he married the daughter of the 5th Earl of Galloway, Lady Margaret 
 
62 ADMM GG, I, 21 and 24. 
63 These information are partially derived from William Hamilton notice available at  
http://www.historyofparliamentonline.org/volume/1715-1754/member/hamilton-lord-william-1706-34, accessed 
on 16 July 2019. 
64 She became famous after the death of her first husband when she was forced to remarry Wiliam Vane, 2nd 
Viscount Vane (1714-1789) and gain a scandalous reputation by being constantly on the run with her many lovers.  
65 George Lockhart, The Lockhart Papers, 2 volumes (London: R&A Taylor for W. Anderson, 1817) II, pp. 62, 
267-268, 319-320. HMC, Egmont Diary, II, p.7.  
66 Stuart Mss 208/124 & 215/154. 
67Jeremy Black, The British Abroad: The Grand Tour in The Eighteenth Century (Stroud, Gloucestershire: The 
History Press Ltd, 2003), p.158. 
68 Thomas Pelham was the famous Whig politician who later became Walpole’s foreign minister (1730-1739) and 
Prime minister (1754-1756). 
69  Letter from Pelham to his mother, 26 February 1776.  BL Add. 33126 
70 The left on April 7th. Dr Richard Rawlison, diaries 1720-26. Bodl, Mss Rawl., pp. 1180-7. [Rawlinson’s diary 
Mss] 
71 SPF 85/14. 
72 Rawlinson’s diary Mss. 
73 The 1st Duke of Marlborough has helped him escape sentence. Eveline Cruickshanks, Stuart Handley, D.W 
Hayton (Eds.), The House of Commons, 1690-1715, volume V (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2002), 
pp.486-487. 
74 A. T Thomson, Memoires of the Jacobites of 1715 and 17145, volume I (London: Richard Bentley, 1845), 
pp.285-295. 
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Stewart.75 The Pelham family was listed as benefactors to the English Benedictine monk in 
Dieulouard.76 
 See Hamilton (1718) 
*Monsieur Cornevally [sic] Charles Cornwallis, 1st Earl Cornwallis (1700-1762)77 
The identification could not go further than the one from the Dictionnary of British and Irish 
Travellers in Italy by John Ingamells.78  
Monsieur Chomley [sic] : George Cholmondeley, 3rd Earl of Cholmondeley (1703-1770) 
& his tutor John Durant Breval (1680-1738) 
He was the son of George Cholmondeley, 2nd Earl of Cholmondeley (1666-1733). His 
peregrinations are known to us thanks to his governor, John Durant Breval (1680-1738) with 
whom he travelled to Italy.79 He joined Lord March (1672-1723) and his Tutor, Thomas Hill, to 
travel from Rome to Naples in April 1721.80 They then arrived in Padua by September of the 
same year.81 In 1723, he married Lady Mary Walpole, daughter of Robert Walpole, 1st Earl of 
Oxford (1676-1745) and sat in the commons between 1724 and 1733, when he replaced his 
father in the house of Lords. 82 
See John Durant Breval (1721) See Thomas Hill in Charles Lennox (1722) 
1720 (12) 
*Milord Est et son Gouverneur 
This name appears on the record of the academy for the year 1720 but we have not 
managed to identify these two travellers. However, there was an anonymous traveller 
who went to the academy for 3 months between August 1720 and January 1721 and 
they could be the same person.83 The only match we could find would be William East 
 
75 Sir Robert Douglas, Sir James Balfour Paul (Eds.), The Scots Peerage, Volume VII (Edinburg: David Douglas, 
1910), pp.586-587. 
76 See Part I, Chapter 1 Section b & c.   
77 Charles Mosley (Ed.), Burke’s Peerage, Baronetage & Knightage (Wilmington: 2003), 107th edition, volume 1, 
p.903. 
78 John Ingamells, A dictionary of British and Irish Travellers, p. 132. 
79 John Durant Breval has dedicated his Remarks on Several Parts of Europe: Relating Chiefly to the History, 
Antiquities and Geography, of Those Countries Through Which the Author Has Travel’s, as France, the Low 
Countries, Lorrain, Alsatia, Germany, Savoy, Tyrol, Switzerland, Italy and Spain (London: Bernard Lintot, 1726). 
to Cholmondeley, who by 1726 was styled Lord Malpas.   
80 Rawlinson’s diary Mss. 
81 Brown, pp.1694-5. 
82These information are partially derived from George Cholmondely notice available at 
http://www.historyofparliamentonline.org/volume/1715-1754/member/cholmondeley-hon-george-1703-70 , 
accessed on 8 June 2019. 
83 The anonymous traveller’s narrative is transcribed in Annexe V and analysed in Part III of this dissertation.  
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(c1695-1737) from Surrey who was in King’s College in 171484 before getting in the 
wine trade in 1719.85 He also had a brother, Gilbert East. “Est” could also be a 
deformation of Este86 but we have found no match for a traveller on the Tour bearing 
that name for the year 1720. Another possibility is that Est could be a mispronunciation 
of West, therefore referring to John West, the heir to the Earl De la Warr (1693-1766) 
who married Lady Charlotte MacCarthy (d.1735), sister of Justin MacCarthy, the 
famous Jacobite soldier.87 
 
Robert Spencer (1701-1729), 4th Earl of Sunderland  
He was the son of Charles Spencer, 3rd Earl of Sunderland (1675-1722) and Anne Spencer-
Churchill (1683-1716), 3rd daughter of the Duke of Marlborough (1650-1722) and Sarah 
Churchill (1660-1744). On his father’s death in 1722, he became 4th Earl of Sunderland, but the 
Earldom passed on to his younger brother, Charles (1706-1758), when he died with no children 
in 1729. 
See Charles Spencer (1720) & Charles and John Spencer (1726) 
Lord Charles Cavendish (1704-1783), 2nd Duke of Devonshire 
He was the younger son of William Cavendish, 2nd Duke of Devonshire (1672-1729) and Anne 
Russel. Charles entered the House of Commons for Heytebury in 1725 and would remain a 
member until 1741. In 1757, the Royal Society awarded him a Copley Medal for his work on 
thermometers88 and electrical storage device (the Leyden Jar).89 He probably attended the 
academy with his elder brother James.  
 
84 William East data related to King’s college was extracted from the database of Cambridge Alumni database and 
is available at http://venn.lib.cam.ac.uk/cgi-bin/search-
2018.pl?sur=&suro=w&fir=&firo=c&cit=&cito=c&c=all&z=all&tex=EST713W&sye=&eye=&col=all&maxco
unt=50 , accessed on 8 February 2020. 
85 He was appointed commissioner for Wine Licenses. These information are partially derived from William East 
notice available at http://www.historyofparliamentonline.org/volume/1715-1754/member/east-william-1695-
1737 , accessed on 18 November 2019. 
86 Este could also be an incognito used by one of the princes of the House of Hanover (or an illegitimate family 
member) who had been stressing their ancient connections with the House of Este since the 1690’s. For more on 
this, see Charlotte Backerra, ‘Legitimacy through family traditions? The Hanoverians represented as successors to 
the throne of Great Britain’ in Dynastic Change: Legitimacy and Gender in Medieval and Early Modern Monarch, 
ed, by Ana Maria Rodrigues, Manuela Santos Silva & Jonathan Spangler (New York: Routledge, 2019), pp.123-
140 (pp.126-128).  
87 Clayton, M.E. "West, John, first Earl De La Warr (1693–1766), politician and army officer." Oxford Dictionary 
of National Biography.  May 26, 2005. Oxford University Press. Date of access 6 Mar. 2020, <https://www-
oxforddnb-com.mmu.idm.oclc.org/view/10.1093/ref:odnb/9780198614128.001.0001/odnb-9780198614128-e-
29087 
88 J.S Rowlinson, Cohesion. A Scientific History of Intermolecular Forces (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 2004), p.129. 
89 For more, see Hasok Chang, Inventing Temperature: Measurement and Scientific Progress (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2004). 
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 See Charles and James Cavendish (1721) 
Justin Plunkett, 5th Earl of Fingall (…- 1734) 
He was the elder son of Peter Plunkett, 4th Earl of Fingall (1678-1718). Plunkett seems to have 
begun his tour in Lorraine90 before moving on to Italy since he was in Naples by September 
1721 with Captain Leigh.91 Both stayed in Rome until, at least, Easter 1722. An Irish Catholic, 
Justin was a cousin of John Plunkett (1664-1738) - the staunch Jacobite involved in many 
Jacobite plottings92 who was in Rome in 1711 - and made several trips to the Stuart court before 
1718. Interestingly, the Plunkett family was not only involved with the Taaffes but also with the 
institutions of the Duchy of Lorraine.93 Justin was the nephew of Theobald Taaffe, 
« gentilhomme de la chambre » of duke Leopold.94 Plunkett was on his Grand Tour with a 
member of the Welsh Gentry: Thomas Mansell of Margam (1667-1723) and with two tutors: 
Stradling and Joseph Bulstrode. 
See Bussy of Margam (1720), Joseph Bulstrode (1720) & *Stradling (1720). 
*Bussy Mansell of Margam (1697-1750) 
Bussy Mansell of Margam (Glamorgan, Wales), was the son of Thomas Mansell, 1st Baron 
Mansell (1668-1723). Jean Boutier identified that Bussy was in Lorraine in 172095 but it is rather 
likely Bussy had caught up on the Tour of his elder brother Robert Mansell (1695-1723). 
Whether we do not know much about Bussy’s travel, we know that Robert did not succeed his 
father because Thomas Mansell – Robert’s son – inherited the title of 2nd Baron Mansell directly 
from his Grand Father. Thomas was on a tour himself with the Jacobite exile Dr John Clephane 
(1705-1758). Robert Mansel – who was known for his Jacobite tendencies – was in Padua in 
171596 before continuing his tour to Venice97 and Rome.98 He arrived in Turin in 1716 but had 
returned to Paris by November of the same year.99 From France, he went to Turin and Robert is 
then noticed in Rome by November 1721.100 We believe Bussy joined Robert in Lorraine before 
 
90 John Ingamells, A Dictionary of British and Irish Travellers., p. 357. 
91 Rawlinson’s diary Mss 
92 Many members of his family were all involved in the Jacobite army. Genet-Rouffiac, Le grand exil, pp.133, 
187, 200. Lucien Bély, Espions et ambassadeurs, p.103. For more, See Part I Chapter 1 section c. 
93 For more, See part I, chapter 2.  
94 Emily Plunkett was Theobald Taffe Wife and countess of Carlingford. ADMM B 1566.  
95  Jean Boutier, ‘A l’épreuve du cosmopolitisme. Les noblesses européennes à Lunéville sous le règne de Léopold, 
1699-1730” in Echanges, passages et transferts à la cour du duc Léopold, ed. by Anne Motta (Rennes: Presses 
Universitaires de Rennes, 2017), pp.73-92 (p.78). 
96 Brown, p. 1453. 
97 SPF 99/61, f.18.  
98 Letters from William kent in Italy 1712-20 to Burrell Massingberd (Lincolnshire archives, Lincoln, Massingberd 
Mundy Mss, 2MM B19A. [Kent Letters Mss] 
99 HMC Stuart, III, pp.202, 229. 
100 Rawlinson’s diary Mss. 
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continuing in Italy. Bussy was back in England by 1724 since he sat as a Tory MP in the 
commons until 1744.101 
See *Robert Mansell (1720) Joseph Bulstrode (1720) & *Stradling (1720). 
*Robert Mansell of Margam (1695-1723) 
See Justin Plunkett (1720), *Robert Mansell (1720), Joseph Bulstrode (1720) & *Stradling 
(1720). 
Joseph Bulstrode  
He was the son of the diplomat and writer Sir Richard Bulstrode (1610-1711) from 
Warwickshire. Having made a brilliant career as an English agent in Brussels before 1688, he 
remained loyal to the Stuarts after the revolution and became a secret agent to James II102 before 
attending the Jacobite Court at Saint-Germain where he died.103 Joseph Bulstrode was one of 
Richard’s three sons from his second marriage, and a convinced Jacobite.104 Bulstrode had 
recently been identified as the tutor of George Talbot, Lord Shrewsbury (1719-1787), and his 
younger brother - Thomas Talbot (1727-1795) - during their Grand Tour.105 Joseph was at the 
academy with Justin Plunkett and the Margam’s as one of their tutors in 1720.106 He then went 
back on the Tour with the Talbots to Florence until January 1740 before following them to 
Venice with the Prince of Beauvau. By April, the group was in Rome107 and Baron Stosch was 
keeping a watchful eye on Bulstrode, fearing he might pass on Jacobite principles to his 
pupils.108 Indeed, besides his family’s historical involvement with the Stuarts affairs,109 Joseph 
Bulstrode was recruited by the Jacobite Pretender to be a pensioner of the court in the 1740s110 
and was later reported “hunting with other Jacobites” in Montefortino in 1753.111 
 
101 Some of the information in this notice are derived from the Mansel Family notice in the Dictionary of Welsh 
Biography, available at https://biography.wales/article/s-MANS-OXW-1250 , accessed on 6 January 2020.   
102 Edward Corp, A court in Exile, pp.120, 218. For more details on his life, pp. 134-145. 
103 He was commissioner of the household below stairs in St Germain from 1700 to 1711. Edward Corp, A court 
in Exile, pp.360, 363. 
104 Joseph grew up at St Germain and stayed around the Jacobite court in Italy, and even became a servant to the 
king by 1754. Edward Corp, The Stuarts in Italy, pp. 318, 321, 341. 
105 He also went to the academy of Turin in 1765-66, where he accompanied Count Coloma. Turin and the British 
in the Age of the Grand Tour, ed. by Paola Bianchi and Karin Wolfe, British School at Rome Studies (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 2017), p. 400. 
106 Jean Boutier, ‘A l’épreuve du cosmopolitisme’, p.78. 
107 Horace’s Walpole’s Correspondence, Ed. by W.S Lewis, 43 volumes (1937-83), XVII, p.4. [Wapole’s 
Correspondence]. 
108 SP 98/43, f.33. 
109 Bulstode’s diplomatic and military tradition linked to the Stuarts is analysed by Fransceca Fedi, ‘Vittorio Alferi 
and the ‘English Republic’: Reflections on an Elective Affinity’ in Turin and the British in the Age of the Grand 
Tour, ed. by Paola Bianchi and Karin Wolfe, British School at Rome Studies (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 2017), pp. 366-377 (p.380).  
110 Bulstrode’s Jacobite background was suspicious to the English spy in Rome: Philip Von Stosch and to the 
British resident in Florence: Horace Mann. John Ingamells, A dictionary of British and Irish Travellers, p.858. 
111 James Dennistoun of Dennistoun, Memoirs of Sir Robert Strange, Kinight; Engrave, Member of Several 
Foreign Academies of Design; And of His Brother-In-Law Andrew Lumisden, Private Secretary To the Stuart 
Princes, And Author of “The Antiquities of Rome”,2 volumes (1855), I, p.151. [Dennistoun’s Memoirs]. 
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See Justin Plunkett (1720), *Robert Mansell (1720), *Bussy Mansell (1720) & *Stradling 
(1720). 
*Stradling: Sir Edward Stradling 
Stradling is mentioned only once as being in Lorraine with the Mansells. His identification is 
rather uncertain, but he is likely to be Sir Edward Stradling (1672-1735) or his son Edward 
Stradling (1699-1735)112 since they were related to Thomas Mansell by the widow of Sir Edward 
Stradling, 3rd Baronet (d.c1661) who married Bussy Mansel,113 Thomas Mansel’s 
Grandfather.114 In this case, the Mansells were on the Tour with a tutor close to their political 
affinity in the county of Glamorgan. 
See Justin Plunkett (1720), Joseph Bulstrode, *Robert Mansell (1720) & *Bussy Mansell 
(1720). 
 
Charles Spencer (1675-1722), 3rd Earl of Sunderland115 
He was on the tour with his son, Robert Spencer. His career in the administration of George I is 
well-known by his many biographers.116 
See Robert Spencer (1720), See Charles Spencer (1726) 
Richard Rawlinson (1690-1755) and his twin brother, Constantine Rawlinson117 
He was the son of Sir Thomas Rawlinson, Lord mayor of London. Richard graduated BA (1711) 
and MA (1713) at St John’s College, Oxford. A catholic priest, antiquarian and scientist, he was 
a close friend to Isaac Newton and a devoted Jacobite. During his journey throughout England 
from 1712 to 1716, he was elected at the royal society in 1714. He completed his strong support 
to the Stuart by being ordained a priest in the nonjuring Church of England in the same year. 
Willing to visit the Stuart court in Italy, he crossed the channel to France in 1719 to enrol as a 
student at Utrecht and Leiden. In 1720, he departed the Netherlands to tour France, Germany, 
and Italy. Richard began his travel in Lorraine in 1720 before moving on to Italy with his 
 
112 See the Stradling entry in the Dictionary of Welsh Biography, available at https://biography.wales/article/s-
STRA-MOR-1275 , accessed on 18 March 2020. 
113 See the notice on Bussy Mansel in the Dictionary of Welsh Biography, available at 
https://biography.wales/article/s-MANS-BUS-1623 , accessed on 15 March 2020. 
114 See the Mansell family entry in the Dictionary of Welsh Biography, available at 
https://biography.wales/article/s-MANS-OXW-1250 , accessed on 18 March 2020. 
115  For more, see his notice available at https://www.historyofparliamentonline.org/volume/1690-
1715/member/spencer-charles-1675-1722 , accessed on 5 August 2019. 
116 Henry Snyder, Charles Spencer, Third Earl of Sunderland, As Secretary of State, 1706-1710: A study on 
Cabinet Government and Party Politics in the Reign of Queen Anne (Michigan: Ann Arbor, 1980). His 
correspondence is now fully available online via University of Oxford’s Electronic Enlightenment project 
available at http://www.e-enlightenment.com/ , accessed on 14 May 2019. 
117 They were inseparable on their Tour apart from three times: In December 1722 Constantine stayed in Florence 
while his brother went to Bologna, in June 1725 when Constantine left Rome for Florence and in November 1725 
when Constantine was in Padua. Brown, p.1797. 
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brother, Constantine.118 We know that Rawlinson met the Jacobite monarch in December 1721 
for a concert in the Church of the Jesù.119 Richard was at Padua university in 1722 and in 
Florence too before reaching Rome in 1725.120 While on his tour, he was gathering rare books, 
various historical papers and curiosities.121 When he returned, he became fellow of the Society 
of Antiquaries in 1727 and master of the Freemason lodge in Ludgate Street in 1732.122  
1721 (12) 
*Les deux milords Clifford et gouverneur [sic]  
They are probably Hugh Clifford (1700-1732), 3rd Baron Clifford of Chudleigh and his brother 
Henry Clifford (1702-1725), both the sons of Hugh Clifford, 2nd Baron Clifford of Chudleigh 
(1663-1730) from Somerset. 
*Mr Weeb et son gouverneur [sic]: Borlase Richmond Webb (1696-1738)  
Borlase Richmond Webb of Biddesden House was the son of General John Richmond 
Webb (1667-1724) from Wiltshire. John was in the military with the Duke of 
Marlborough before seating for the Tories from 1695 until the accession of George I. In 
1715, he lost his military posts because he kept voting against the Whigs while in 
parliament. Although he was not directly involved in the Jacobite rebellions, he was in 
correspondence with Atterbury by April 1716123 and was in regular contact with the 
pretender between 1717 and 1722.124 It is probably his son who was in Lorraine on his 
way back from the academy of Turin, which he attended from October 1716125 after 
leaving the army at the same time as his father in 1715. By 1722, he was back in England 
to seat as a Tory for Ludgershall until 1734.126  
See Hugh Fortescue (1721) & Henry Vane (1721) 
 
118 For more, See John Cherry, Richard Rawlinson and his Seal Matrices (Oxford: Ashmoleum Museum, 2016). 
119 Edward Corp, The Stuarts in Italy, p.213. 
120 Brown, p.1797.  
121 He kept a diary of his tour, which survives among his manuscripts in the Bodleian Library (MS Rawlinson D. 
1179-87). His contributions to the history of antiquities are available at 
https://onlinebooks.library.upenn.edu/webbin/book/lookupname?key=Rawlinson%2C%20Richard%2C%201690
%2D1755 , accessed on 5 August 2019. 
122 For more, See Richard Berman, The Foundations of Modern Freemasonry: The Grand Architects – Political 
Change and the Scientific Enlightenment, 1714-1740 (Eastbourne: Sussex Academic Press, 2012).  
123 Atterbury was planning on landing Swedish troops in England to support the Jacobites. For more on the 
Atterbury Plot, See The Atterbury Plot, ed. by Eveline Cruickshanks and Howard Erskine-Hill (London: Palgrave 
Macmillan, 2004) 
124 These information are partially derived from John Chichester notice available at 
http://www.historyofparliamentonline.org/volume/1715-1754/member/webb-john-richmond-1667-1724, 
accessed on 5 August 2019. 
125 ‘General Webb’s youngest son’ in HMC Stuart, III, p.162. 
126 These information are partially derived from John Chichester notice available at 
https://www.historyofparliamentonline.org/volume/1715-1754/member/webb-borlase-richmond-1696-1738, 
accessed on 12 July 2019. 
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*Mr Fortescue [sic]: Hugh Fortescue of Filleigh, 14th Baron Clinton (1696-1751) & his 
tutor William Carswell (…-1740) 
He was the son of Hugh Fortescue (1665-1719) and owned land in Devon and Gloucestershire. 
He was travelling with his tutor, William Carswell, and probably with Borlase Richmond Webb 
as well. Like Webb, he left England in 1715 to arrive at the Academy of Turin in October 1716127 
moving on to Padua by December that year.128 In March 1717, he was leaving Naples for Rome 
with “a companion” (probably Webb).129 He then left Italy to go back to England, where he was 
summoned in the House of Lord as Baron Clinton in March 1721. Gentleman of the bedchamber 
in 1723 and knight of the bath in 1725, he seemed to be starting a brilliant career as a Whig 
politician until he is dismissed by Robert Walpole for opposing him on the excise bill. His sister, 
Lucy Fortescue (1717-1746), married George Lyttleton (1709-1773).130 
See Borlase Richmond Webb (1721) & George Lyttleton (1728-1729) 
 
Henry Vane (1705-1758), Lord Barnard131 and 1st Earl of Darlington. 
He was the son of Gilbert Vane, 2nd Baron Barnard from County Durham. We do not know 
much about Henry’s tour, but he seemed to have made his way back to England by 1722 as he 
lost the election as a Whig for County Durham. He inherited estates in Kent and Durham in 
1723 before marrying Grace Fitzroy of Cleveland132 (1697-1763) in 1725. He was brought into 
government by his governmental contacts in 1727 before retaining a Cornish seat as an MP until 
1741.133 By the 1740s, he was closer to his Pelham cousins and the Duke of Newcastle who 
brought him into government as Lord of the Treasury in 1749, two years after Vane was elected 
knight of the Shire for Durham. In 1754, he became Earl of Darlington after succeeding his 
father the previous year. 
See John Pelham (1719)  
 
127 HMC Stuart, III, p.162. 
128 Brown, pp. 1524-5. 
129 SPF 93/32. 
130 William Guy Martin Wood, The Emancipation of Willian Wyndham Grenville (1759-1834). The Life of Lord 
Grenville in the English Landscape (PhD awarded by the University of Bath, April 2019), p.19. 
131 The Caledonian Mercury mentions his arrival in Lorraine, dated 14 September 1721. British Library 
Newspapers, Part IV, accessed via the Gale portal at the British library on 8 September 2019. 
132 She was an illegitimate descendant of Charles II and Barba Palmer. 
133 These information are partially derived from John Chichester notice available at 
http://www.historyofparliamentonline.org/volume/1715-1754/member/vane-hon-henry-1705-58, accessed on 5 
August 2019. 
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John Durant Breval (1680-1738) 
The writer134, poet, stage entertainer, and tutor on the Grand Tour was the only surviving son of 
Francis Durant Breval (d.1707), a French Huguenot in exile. After being elected at Trinity 
College, Cambridge in 1697, Breval graduated BA and MA in 1700 and 1704. He was a Whig 
Protestant and had himself embroiled in many controversies with the Tory Catholic Alexander 
Pope.135 We thought that Breval went on the Tour with Cholmondeley in 1720136 but he seems 
to have left England with George the year before. This first travel was preparatory to the 
subsequent publications of his Remarks on Several Parts of Europe.137 Breval went on “ten 
several tours thither”138 and had taken on the role of tutor until he rose to fame with the first 
publication of his Remarks on Several Parts of Europe in 1726. He was probably in Lorraine 
again with Cholmondeley in 1729, by then Charles 2nd Duke of Richmond and Lennox, and 
Viscount Malpas.139 In the re-edition of his Travel book in 1738, Breval dedicated his work to 
Malpas.140 
See George Cholmondeley (1719), See Charles Lennox (1722) 
Lord Charles Cavendish (1704-1783) 
See James Cavendish (1720) 
Lord James Cavendish (1701-1741) 
He was a soldier and politician141, older brother to Charles Cavendish and 2nd son of the Duke 
of Devonshire. 
See Charles Cavendish (1720-1721) 
John Belasyse  
In 1701, the Duchess of Richmond – widow of Henry Belasyse, 2nd Baron Belasyse (d. 1691), 
and wife of Charles Lennox,142 Duke of Richmond – sent her page to study at Dieulouard.143 
 
134 The drawings he made in his publications on the Grand Tour have been thoroughly analysed by Michael 
MacCarthy, ‘Sir Roger Newdigate and John Breval: drawings on the grand tour’, Apollo, 336 (1992), pp.100-4.  
135 Valerie Rumbold, ‘The Reason of this Preference: Sleeping, Flowing and Freezing in Pope’s Dunciad’, 
Proceedings of the British Academy, 167 (2011), pp.423-451.  
136 Alicia M. Canto, ‘Los viajes del caballero inglés John Breval a España y Portugal: novedades arqueologicas y 
epigràficas de 1726’, Revista Portuguesa de Arqueologia, 7 (2004), pp.264-364.  
137 1726, 38, 39. All the editions of 1726, 1738 and 1739 have sections of “Metzin” and “Lorrain”.  
138 Edition of 1738, p.262. 
139 He was married to Walpole’s daughter by then.  
140 The people on the subscription list are from various literary and political factions. For more, see David Nokes, 
‘Pope’s friends and enemies: fighting with shadows’ (pp.25-36) and Laura Brown, ‘Pope and the other’ in The 
Cambridge Companion to Alexander Pope, ed by Pat Rogers (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2008). 
141 These information are partially derived from John Chichester notice available at 
https://www.historyofparliamentonline.org/volume/1715-1754/member/cavendish-lord-james-1698-1741, 
accessed on 5 August 2019. 
142 Charles Lennox (1672-1723) was 1st Duke of Richmond and Lennox. He was one of the illegitimate sons of 
Charles II. 
143 ADMM H 87 
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This page was probably Thomas Belasyse who was a student of the Benedictines.144 John 
Belasyse, who attended the academy in 1722 as well, was probably his cousin. John was closely 
related to Baron John Belasyse, 1st Lord of the treasury to James II.145 Another Thomas Belasyse 
was a groom of the Bedchamber to James III at Saint-Germain between 1695 and 1698.146 
Besides, the same John Belasyse “gentilhomme Anglois”, was the godfather to the son of one 
of the professors of the academy: Jean Mengin.147 
See Thomas Belasyse (1713) & Charles Lennox (1722)  
1722 (7) 
Milord Campbell et son gouverneur [sic] : George Hume (?-1724)148 & his tutor: Colin 
MacLaurin149 (1698-1746)150 
According to Maclaurin’s correspondence,151 Alexander Hume-Campbell, later 2nd Earl of 
Marchmont (1675-1740)152 had asked Colin MacLaurin to be the travelling companion of his 
son, George Hume.153 Maclaurin had settled in Lorraine for two years with his pupils in order 
to prepare his essay on the collision of bodies.154  
 See George Hume & MacLaurin (1724) 
*Milord Carcy, et son gouverneur [sic]: Honorable Lucius Charles Cary (1705-1785)155 
& *Nicholas Wogan (1700-1770) 
He was the son of Lucius Henry Cary, 6th Viscount Falklands (1687-1730), a Scottish Jacobite, 
who became a secret agent to the Old Pretender after the death of Queen Anne.156 Lucius Charles 
 
144 Hugh Aveling, ‘Pensioners at the Benedictine college at Dieulouard 1619-1756’, Biographical studies, V, 
(1959). 
145 Edward Corp, A Court in Exile, p.117. 
146  Edward Corp, A Court in Exile, p.258. 
147 He was the “maitre de langues”. Parochial register of Lunéville, year 1722. ADMM 5mi 328/ri. 
148 Olivier Bruneau, Colin MacLaurin: l’obstination mathématicienne d’un Newtonien (Nancy: Presses 
universitaires de Nancy, 2011), p. 108. 
149 The Royal Society has an online catalogue of MacLaurin’s production, available at 
https://catalogues.royalsociety.org/CalmView/Record.aspx?src=CalmView.Persons&id=NA8377&pos=1 , 
accessed on 5 May 2018. 
150 These information are partially derived from Colin Maclaurin notice from the University of Edinburgh available 
at http://www.historyofparliamentonline.org/volume/1715-1754/member/chichester-sir-john-1689-1740, 
accessed on 7 July 2019. For more on MacLaurin’s time in Lorraine, see Part II Chapter 3. 
151 It is held in Edinburgh University Library Special Collections GB 237 Coll-245 
152 Alexander had studied law at Utrecht university to become an advocate by 1696 before being appointed Lord 
Clerk Register for Scotland from 1716 to 1733. He was also ambassador to the Congress of Cambray in 1722 
before succeeding his father in 1724.  
153 Roger L. Emerson, Academic Patronage in the Scottish Enlightenment. Glasgow, Edingurgh and St Andrews 
Universities (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 2008), pp.326-327. 
154 Iam Tweddles, MacLaurin’s Physical Dissertations (London: Springer, 2007), pp. 2, 52.  
155 He is mentioned in Edward Southwell, “Travel journal of Edward Southwell, M.P. (1705-1755), son of Edward 
Southwell, Secretary of State for Ireland, describing his journey from Paris to Naples by way of Turin, Florence 
and Rome” BL Add MSS 34753, 12/23 sept 1723, non-folio. 
156 Lucius Henry Cary, the father, left England after the failure of the 1722 Atterbury plot in which he was involved.  
 Hugh Trevor-Roper, History and the Enlightenment (New Haven: Yale University Press), p.41-42. 
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Cary was on the tour with Nicholas Wogan (1700-1770), the Irish Jacobite,157 who would later 
travel with Henry, 3rd Duke of Beaufort, another attendee of the academy of Lorraine. He joined 
his father in Naples in 1724,158 who had been in Rome with the Scottish Officer Captain James 
Oglivie from October 1723.159 We know then that both men and their companions were in Rome 
by the beginning of 1725 since Lucius Charles left Rome for Venice via Loreto with Wogan by 
January160 while his father stayed in Rome161 with the Jacobite William Maxwell, 5th Earl of 
Nithsdale (1676-1744).162 Lucius Charles Cary and Wogan went on to the Carnival of Venice163 
before joining Padua by mid-February 1725164 with Simon Degge (1692-1727)165 and Benjamin 
and Francis Lambert.  
See Milord de Beaufort (liste des externes de 1725 à 1728)   
John Belasyse  
 See John Belasyse (1721) 
Charles Lennox (1701-1750), 2nd Duke of Richmond, 2nd Duke of Lennox166, 2nd Duke of 
Aubigny167 and Thomas Hill, his tutor. 
Charles Lennox was the son of Charles Lennox (1672-1723) who was on the Grand Tour with 
George Cholmondeley and his tutor Thomas Hill. He made a brilliant political and military 
career under George I and George II and was asked to become special ambassador to Paris and 
the end of the War of the Austrian Succession in 1748. In December 1719, Charles married the 
daughter of William Cadogan, first Earl Cadogan (1675-1726) to settle a debt between William 
and Charles’s father168 and went on the Grand Tour with his friend Thomas Hill, who was his 
tutor. They arrived in Padua by January 1721169 before attending the Carnival of Venice170 to 
continue to Rome. Then, they visited Naples, Florence, and Venice before leaving Parma for 
Milan in December. We know of Charles Lennox and Thomas Hill being in Lunéville since 
 
157 He was a Jacobite army officer from an Irish Jacobite family. For more, see the Wogan entries in the DIB.  
158 SPF 85/15, f.202. 
159  SPF 85/14.  
160 Rawlinson’s diary Mss 
161 SPF 85/15, f.202. 
162 He took part in the 1715 rebellion and was sent to the tower of London from which he escaped with the help of 
his wife, Lady Winifred Herbert (1699-1744). They went on to live in Paris, and then Rome with the Pretender. 
For more, see Margaret Sankey, Jacobite Prisoners of the 1715 Rebellion: Preventing and Punishing Insurrection 
in Early Hanoverian Britain (London: Routledge, 2005). 
163 Sani, p.786. 
164 Brown, p.1768. 
165 He had met Edward Gascoigne, who was in Lorraine in 1713, in December 1725 in Cremona. See E. Kieven, 
Leeds Arts Calendar, 77[1975]: 16. 
166 He inherited the titles of Richmond and Lennox at the death of his father in 1723. 
167 When Charles’ grand-mother – Louis de Kérouialle of Portsmouth (1749-1734) – died he inherited the dukedom 
of Aubigny in France.  
168 William, 1st Earl Cadogan was an Irish man who strongly supported the Hanoverian succession and fought 
against the 1715 Jacobite rebellion.  
169 Brown, pp. 1676-7. 
170 Gibson, pp. 84-5. 
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they were following the advice of Lennox’s father-in-law to attend this academy after obtaining 
a safe-conduct issued by the city of Strasbourg.171 He was thus in Lorraine between January and 
May 1722 since he reunited with his wife at the end of that month at The Hague.172 We should 
not be surprised that Charles attended the academy since he was keen on horsemanship.173 In 
the same year, Charles got elected MP for Chichester174 and decided to return to England to 
became a captain in the Royal Regiment of Horse Guards. After being elected fellow of the 
Royal Society in 1724, Charles was also elected a governor of the Royal Academy of Music in 
1725, with a particular interest in Opera. A fellow of the Royal Society since 1724, he obtained 
a Doctorate in Law from the University of Cambridge in 1728 and a fellowship from the Royal 
College of Physicians before being invited to the Académie Royale des Sciences. In 1750, he 
became president of the Society of Antiquaries following his election as a fellow in 1736. John 
Durant Breval dedicated his 1738 edition of Remarks on Several parts of Europe to Lord 
March.175  
 
See George Cholmondeley (1719) & John Durant Breval (1721) 
 
1723 (8) 
*Edouard Southwell [sic]: Edward Southwell (1705-1755) 
He was the son of Edward Southwell (1671-1730), an Anglo-Irish lawyer who made his career 
in Politics and became Principal Secretary of State as well as a member of the Privy Council of 
Ireland in 1702.176 On Edward’s first visit, he came to Lorraine with his father177 and stay at the 
academy in September 1723178 before attending the academy on his own the following year. He 
 
171 William Cadogan advised him to go to Lunéville in 1721. See Part II Chapter 2 section b & c.  
172 Charles Henry Gordon-Lennox, Earl of March, A Duke and his Friends: the life and letters of the second Duke 
of Richmond (republished by Nabu Press in 2010). Volume 1, I, pp, 34, 40, 53-59. [Lennox] 
173 John Marshall, The Duke who was cricket (London: Muller, 1961), pp.18-20. 
174 In 1717, George Chichester was at the academy too. 
175 Since George Chomondely and Charles Lennox had the same tutor, Thomas Hill, and were both mentioned in 
Breval’s narratives. It is likely they have travelled together on the Tour, but we have not found any strict evidence 
of that.  
176 These information are partially derived from Edward Southwell’s notice available at  
http://www.historyofparliamentonline.org/volume/1690-1715/member/southwell-edward-1671-1730  , accessed 
on 5 August 2018. 
177 He had left England in July 1723 and visited the Flanders, and the Low countries BL, MP 1082. 
178 BL, Add. Mss 34753, « Journal of travels in Lorraine and France, 7 Sept. -16 Nov. 1723, by Edward Southwell, 
with his father, the Right Hon. Edward Southwell, Principal Secretary to the Council for Ireland ». 
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went back to Paris for the Summer of 1725 and went on to Italy until the end of 1726.179 He was 
a Whig in Parliament for Bristol in 1739.180 
See Edward Southwell (1724) 
Koppel Arnold Van Keppel [sic]: William Anne Van Keppel, 2nd Earl of Albermarle (1702-
1754) 
He was the son of the Dutch military Arnold Van Keppel, 1st Earl of Albermarle (1630-1718). 
In 1722, he married Anne Lennox (1703-1789), Charles Lennox’s sister. From 1731, 
Albermarle was colonel of the 29th Regiment of Foot for 2 years before joining the personal 
guard of King George II, of whom he was a close friend. In 1745, he fought the Jacobites at 
Culloden181 and managed to tame the rebels before almost capturing the Young Pretender.182 
See Charles Lennox (1722)  
 George Hume (?-1724) & MacLaurin (1698-1746) 
Their Presence is noticed by Edward Southwell183 and coincides with MacLaurin’s time in 
Lorraine (1722-1724).  
 See George Hume & his tutor (1722) 
*Maguise (Irlandais) [sic] 
We know of the presence of “Maguise” via Edward Southwell’s account. Edward specifies this 
person is Irish. 184 
Lucius Charles Cary (1707-1785) 
See Milord Carcy (1722) 
*M Comte Kinigl [sic] 
 He could be William Knight who was in Padua in 1716.185 
 
179 BL, Egerton Ms 3805, « Travel journal of Edward Southwell, M.P. (1705-1755), son of Edward Southwell, 
Secretary of State for Ireland, describing his journey from Paris to Naples by way of Turin, Florence and Rome; 
Oct. 1725-Feb. 1726 ». 
180 For more, see Edward Southwell Junior’s notice available at 
http://www.historyofparliamentonline.org/volume/1715-1754/member/southwell-edward-1705-55 , accessed on 5 
August 2018. 
181 The details of Albermale involvement is available in Allardyce James, Historical Papers relating to the Jacobite 
period, 1699-1750, available online at https://archive.org/details/historicalpapers02allauoft, accessed on 22 July 
2019.  
182  There was a £30,000 reward on Bonnie Prince Charlie’s head, but he managed to escape Albermale to France. 
Jacqueline Riding, Jacobites: A New History of the 45 Rebellion (London: Bloomsbury, 2016), p.493. 
183 His presence is mentioned by Southwell. BL Add MSS 34753, 12/23 sept 1723. 
184 His presence is mentioned by Southwell. BL Add MSS 34753, 12/23 sept 1723. 
185 Brown, p.1511. 
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*M Comte Trapp [sic] 
They could be one of the two Trapp brothers, sons of Joseph Trapp (1638-1698): probably 
Joseph Trapp (c1716-1769), the book collector186, who later went on a tour of Italy with John 
Bouverie.187 
 See M Comte Trapp (1715) 
1724 (2) 
*M. Stamilton [sic]: Honorable Charles Hamilton of Painshill (1704-1786) 
He was the son of James Hamilton, 6th Earl of Abercorn (1661-1734) and was a Scottish and 
Irish nobleman who was educated at Christ Church, Oxford where he graduated a BA in 1723.188 
He then left on his tour and arrived in Rome by December 1725 before continuing to Padua in 
March 1727.189 He returned from his 1st Grand Tour to become an MP for Strabane in the Irish 
Parliament in 1727. He went on a second tour from 1732 to 1735 but did not stop in Lorraine 
this time.190 Returning, from his Grand Tour, he began to create Painshill Park from 1738.191  
We based our identification on the fact that Charles was attending the academy the following 
year with Edward Southwell. Besides, it seemed he had been in an argument with Edward 
Southwell around December 1725 in Rome.192 
See Honorable Charles Hamilton of Painshill (1725) 
Edouard Sonthenelle [sic]: Edward Southwell193  
 He stayed at the academy but, this time, without his father. 
 See Edward Southwell (1723)  
 
186 Katie Birkwood, ‘Library and information history’ in British Librarianship and Information work 2011-2015, 
ed. by J.H Bowman (London: J.H Bowman and the contributors, 2007), p.195. 
187  Although Trapp does not, Bouverie has an entry in John Ingamells’ dictionary of British and Irish Travellers. 
188 Joseph Foster, The Members of the University of Oxford, p.592. 
189 Brown, p.1836. 
190These information are partially derived from John Chichester notice available at 
https://www.historyofparliamentonline.org/volume/1715-1754/member/hamilton-hon-charles-1704-86, accessed 
on 26 February 2018. 
191 On Painshill park, see https://www.exploringsurreyspast.org.uk/themes/people/gardeners/charles_hamilton/ , 
accessed on 26 February 2018.  
192 The argument was quite violent since they broke a coach window on 29 December 1725. SPF 85/15.  
193 Hi visit is recorded in 1724 on the ADMM list. ADMM 3 F 276 n°21. 
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1725 (8)194 
*Milord Labeles et son gouverneur [sic]: Edwin Lascelles (1713-1795) & his tutor 
He could be the son of Henry Lascelles (1690-1753) who is said to have been educated on a 
European Grand Tour195 before joining Trinity College, Cambridge.196 Edwin fought the 
Jacobites in the 1745 rebellion before making a career as an MP until he was created Baron 
Harewood in 1790.197  
David Graham (1705-1731)198 
He was the son of James Graham, 1st Duke of Montrose (1682-1742), a Scottish aristocrat who 
was elevated to a Dukedom due to his support to the act of Union. 
Honourable Charles Hamilton of Painshill (1704-1786)199  
See M. Stamilton (1724) 
Charles Stanhope (1708-1736) & his tutor Captain Humphrey Fish (1705-1745) 
He was the younger son of Philip Stanhope, 3rd Earl of Chesterfield (1673-1726) and became 
an MP for Derby between 1730 and 1736. Charles probably began his tour in Lorraine since he 
then joined Edward and Thomas Coke in Venice by 1729 to go to Bologna with Sir John 
Buckworth (1700-1758).200 He seemed to have been on the tour with Captain Humphrey fish, 
who would become the Spencer brothers’ tutor the following year. They continued travelling to 
Rome and Naples to arrive in Venice by July 1732 before Charles went to Padua and then Turin 
by October of the same year. 
See Edward Coke (1717), Robert Coke (1717) & Charles and John Spencer (1726, 1727) 
 
194 For this year, we have 17 names on the register and only one of them seem to be from the British Isles. However, 
an anonymous traveller recalls there were 44 attendees at the academy that year, among those 7 from the British 
Isles. Jeremy Black, The British Abroad: The Grand Tour in The Eighteenth Century (Stroud, Gloucestershire: 
The History Press Ltd, 2003), p.289. Jean Boutier has noticed that an Italian traveller, Francesco Maria Fiorentini, 
confirms the same count. Jean Boutier, ‘A l’épreuve du cosmopolitisme. Les noblesses européennes à Lunéville 
sous le règne de Léopold, 1699-1730” in Echanges, passages et transferts à la cour du duc Léopold, ed. by Anne 
Motta (Rennes: Presses Universitaires de Rennes, 2017), p.79. 
195 He has an entry in Ingamells dictionary but no details on the date of his tour.  
196 Henry Lascelles’ data related to Trinity college was extracted from the database of Cambridge Alumni database 
and is available at http://venn.lib.cam.ac.uk/cgi-bin/search-
2018.pl?sur=&suro=w&fir=&firo=c&cit=&cito=c&c=all&z=all&tex=LSCS731E&sye=&eye=&col=all&maxco
unt=50 
197 The London Gazette, issue 13210 of the 15 June 1790, p.373. 
198 David’s arrival is announced at Utrecht after a sojourn in Lorraine in the Ipswich Journal of 5 June 1725. British 
Library Newspapers, Part IV, accessed via the Gale portal at the British library on 8 September 2019. 
199 Jean Boutier, ‘A l’épreuve du cosmopolitisme’, p.82. 
200 Sir John Buckworth, 2nd baronet had arrived in Padua in December 1728 with Edward and Robert Coke and 
has his entry in Ingamells’ A dictionary of British and Irish Travellers. 
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John Hope (1704-1781), 2nd Lord Hopetoun & his tutor William Dundas201 
John was the son of the Scottish nobleman Charles Hope, 1st Earl of Hopetoun (1681-1742).202 
In 1724, his uncle, James Johnston (1688-1730) wrote to John to advise him to attend the 
academy of Lorraine.203 Johnston had been abroad since 1713 and had already made a quite 
extensive Tour of Italy by 1720,204 so it is rather likely that John Hope would have taken his 
advice seriously. John left Scotland for a five-year tour (1722-1727): we know that he was 
leaving Florence for Rome by December 1725205 and continued his tour via Florence, Bologna, 
Venice, and Padua to reach England by May 1727.206 
 See Milord Houpe (états des externes 1725)  
1726 (6) 
*M. de Nogent [sic]: Thomas Nugent (1656-1752) or Sir Christopher Nugent  
He could be Thomas Nugent (1656-1752) or Sir Christopher Nugent, who was present at Saint-
Germain in 1729.207 
M Stanhope [sic]  
 See Charles Stanhope (1725) 
Charles Spencer (1706-1758), 3rd Duke of Marlborough & his tutor Captain Humphrey 
Fish (1705-1745) 
He was the younger brother of Robert Spencer and he seems to have attended the academy with 
Robert both in 1720 and 1726. Grandson of the Duke of Marlborough, he attended the academy 
from November 1726 until September 1727.208 He had taken up the same flat that his brother 
Robert had occupied in Lunéville.209 On 15 November 1726, he attended the festivities of St 
Leopold.210  
 
201 The Dundas family was prominent in Scotland from the Union until they achieved government in office in 
1832. Steven Murdoch, ‘Scotland and the Union’ in A Companion to Eighteenth-Century Britain, ed. by Harry 
Thomas Dickinson (New Jersey: Wiley-Blackwell, 2002), pp.381-391 (p.390). For more on the career of the 
Dundas Family, see Rachel Hewitt, ‘A Family Affair: The Dundas Family of Arniston and the Military Survey of 
Scotland (1747-1755)’ in Imago Mundi, 64:1 (2012), 60-77.  
202 For a summary of the implication of the Hope of Hopetoun involvement on the continent, See Clarisse Godard 
Desmarest, ‘La correspondence de Lord John Hope (1704-1781)’, talk given at the Journées Jeunes chercheurs 
de la Société d’études Anglo-américaines des XVIIe et XVIIIe Siècles (15-16 March 2012, Lyon), full-text available 
at http://1718.fr/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/Godard-Hope.pdf  
203 We do know that James Johnston did not go at the Academy himself since he had just passed through it during 
his Tour, but he ranked Lunéville third after Paris and Turin. National register of archives of Scotland [NRAS], 
NRAS888 Hopetoun MSS 576.  
204 He went to Padua, Venice, Ravenna, Rome, Bologna. For more, See Sir William Fraser, The Annandale Family 
Book of the Johnstones, Earls and Marquises of Annandale, 2 vol. (Edinburgh, 1894), non-paginated. 
205 SPF 98/25 & SPF 85/15, f.519. 
206 John Ingamells, A dictionary of British and Irish Travellers, p.20-21. 
207 Edward Corp, The Stuarts in Italy, p. 278. 
208 Jean Boutier, ‘A l’épreuve du cosmopolitisme’, p. 78. 
209 The correspondence between Sarah Marlborough and Humphrey Fish is thorough studied in Part II Chapter 2 
and Part III Chapter 2. 
210 Jean Boutier, ‘A l’épreuve du cosmopolitisme’, p. 85. 
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See Charles Spencer (1720), Robert Spencer (1720) & John Spencer (1727) 
Thomas Pitt of Boconnoc (1705-1761) 
He was the son of Sir Robert Pitt (1680-1727)211 and elder brother of William Pitt the Elder 
(1708-1778). Thomas arrived in October 1726, telling his father he would only spend the winter 
in Lorraine.212 He came back to England to succeed his father estates in Cornwall and led a 
political career as an MP for Old Sarum and Okehampton.213 In 1731, he married the daughter 
of Sir Thomas Lyttleton, 4th Baronet (1686-1751), brother of George Lyttleton who attended the 
academy as well.  
See George Lyttleton (1728, 1729) 
Henry Somerset (1707-1745), 3rd Duke of Beaufort 
He was the son of Henry Somerset, 2nd Duke of Beaufort (1684-1714). In 1726, Henry left 
England to go on the Grand Tour with his steward, Dominique du Four214 and his Jacobite 
Governor, William Philips. He made a first stop at St Germain in January 1726 and invited all 
the Jacobites of the city to a ball.215 Beaufort then left to attend the academy of Lorraine until 
the end of March 1726 to reach Turin by April 1726. He travelled to Milan, Modena, Bologna 
and Florence with Nicholas Wogan until he reached Rome by May 1726, where he had his stay 
arranged by James III via Captain O’Brien.216 On 9 June, Beaufort threw another ball to 
celebrate the anniversary of the Stuart Restoration.217  The Duke kept touring Italy to buy works 
of art, which he would bring back with him to England upon his return at the end of 1727.218  
He was denounced for his part in a Jacobite plot in 1740219 and his name was mentioned as a 
“supported of intention “prior to the 1745.220 
See Nicholas Wogan in Honorable Lucius Charles Cary (1722), Milord de Beaufort (états des 
externes 1725-1728)  
 
211 These information are partially derived from John Chichester notice available at  
http://www.historyofparliamentonline.org/volume/1690-1715/member/pitt-robert-1680-1727, accessed on 23 
September 2019.  
212 Letter of Thomas Pitt to Robert Pitt from Lunéville, 17 October 1726. HMC, I, p.81. 
213 These information are partially derived from John Chichester notice available at   
http://www.historyofparliamentonline.org/volume/1715-1754/member/pitt-thomas-1705-61, accessed on 23 
September 2019.  
214 He was a former servant in the household of the Pretender.  
215 Edward Corp, A court in exile, p.340. 
216 Edward Corp, The Stuarts in Italy, p.170. 
217 Edward Corp, The Stuarts in Italy, p.171. 
218 He threw one last party for the Jacobite in April 1727 before leaving Rome. Edward Corp, Sir David Nairne, 
p.416 & Edward Corp, The Stuarts in Italy, p.176. 
219 Evelyn Lord, The Stuarts’ Secret Army, p.173. 
220 Beaufort was even part of a plan for the 1745 to invade London passing through Oxford. Evelyn Lord, The 
Stuarts’ Secret Army, pp.189, 199. He was marked as a known Jacobite on the “list of Lords and Gentlemen in 
each county favourable to the Stuart Cause (made in 1743)”, reproduced in Evelyn Lord, The Stuarts’ Secret Army, 
p. 262. 
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1727 (9) 
*M Fitzwilliam [sic]: Honorable William Fitzwilliam (1712-1797) 
He could be the second son of the Irish politician Richard, 5th Viscount Fitzwilliam (1677-1743) 
who was on the tour in 1769. 
John Spencer (1708-1746) & his tutor  
Brother of Charles Spencer, he came to the academy on the advice of Charles’ tutor.221 He left 
Geneva to arrive in Lorraine by February 1727 to stay with his brother until July.222  He sat in 
Parliament for Woodstock between 1732 and 1746 before inheriting the estates of his 
grandmother in 1744.223 
See Charles Spencer (1720) & Robert Spencer (1720). 
Charles Spencer (1706-1758), 3rd Duke of Marlborough 
Jean Boutier has noticed his presence because Charles asked for an outfit to attend the carnival 
in February 1727 and for another one fitting for a morning at the court in April.224 
See Charles Spencer (1720), Robert Spencer (1720) & John Spencer (1727) 
M Gipps un gouveneur [sic] 
William Freeman225 (1702-1749) and his twin brother Catesby Freeman  
William and Catesby left England in May 1727 and passed through France and Switzerland to 
reach Susa in 1728. According to Freeman’s journal, the brothers stayed at Nancy and Lunéville 
before going to Italy. On their way to the Academy of Turin, they seem to have crossed the path 
of the Pretender and the Duke of Wharton before continuing their travel to Tuscany, Rome, 
Lombardy and Savoy. 
Matthew Wise  
The Author was in Lorraine in 1727 as described in a manuscript entitled “Description of 
France, Lorrain, Alsace, Switzerland, Republic of Geneva, Savoy of Piedmont.” The travel diary 
is kept at the Beinecke Rare Books and Manuscripts Library and has 170 pages.226  
 
221 BL, Add. Mss. 61444, f° 79, 81. 
222 BL, Add. Mss. 61444, f° 75, 98, 151. 
223 These information are partially derived from John Chichester notice available at 
http://www.historyofparliamentonline.org/volume/1715-1754/member/spencer-hon-john-1708-46, accessed on 
17 January 2020.  
224 Jean Boutier, ‘A l’épreuve du cosmopolitisme’ p.85. 
225 His travel diary is transcribed in Annexe V. See Part III Chapter 2 and 3. 
226 This bilingual manuscript is reproduced in Annexe V. See Part III Chapter 2 and 3. 
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1728 (5) 
George Lyttleton (1709-1773), 1st Baron Lyttleton & his tutor Captain Humphrey Fish 
(1705-1745) 
He was the eldest son of Sir Thomas Lyttleton, 4th Baronet (1686-1751), who had planned 
Lunéville as the first stop for his son.227 He stayed in Lorraine from April to October before 
going toward Turin via Lyons, where he met Charles Wyndham, with whom he travelled to 
Milan and Genoa to reach Padua by December 1729.228 In Lorraine, George seemed to have 
played the Quadrille and lost a fair amount of money since he asked his father to leave early in 
September 1728.229 George and Wyndham reached Rome by March 1729 and continued to 
Naples and Florence to come back to England via Paris by 1731.230 His two brothers-in-laws 
Thomas Pitt and William Pitt would also attend the academy in 1726 and 1733. 
See Henry Bathurst (1728), Thomas Pitt (1726) & William Pitt (1733). 
 
Lord Anne Hamilton (1709-1748)231 
As the younger brother of James and William Hamilton, he was announced to go to Lunéville 
by the Stamford Mercury. Anne probably chose Lorraine because one of his brothers attended 
the academy in 1718. Besides, Charles Spencer, 3rd Earl of Sunderland, was his godfather and 
attended the academy too in 1720. After his tour, Anne became an ensign of the Coldstream 
Guards between 1731 and 1733. 
 See James Hamilton/ William Hamilton (1718), Charles Spencer (1720) 
Robert Trevor, Viscount Hampden (1706-1783)232  
He was the son of Thomas Trevor, 1st Baron Trevor (1658-1730). Robert Graduated from 
Queens College, Oxford in 1725 and was probably on his tour when he went to Lorraine. In 
1729, he entered the secretary of state’s office before being sent as an ambassador to the United 
Provinces in 1734. 
 
227 George Lyttleton, Works, Ed. by George Edward Ayscough, (London: J. Dodsley, 1776), III, pp. 203-220. 
228 Brown, pp. 1872-3 & SPF 98/32, f°42. 
229 Jean Boutier, ‘A l’épreuve du cosmopolitisme’, pp.87-88. 
230 Maud Wyndham, Chronicles of the Eighteenth Century. Founded on the Correspondence of Sir Thomas 
Lyttelton and his Family (London: Hodder and Stoughton, 1924), I, pp.9-14.  
231 His arrival in Lunéville is announced in the Stamford Mercure of 18 July 1728. British Library Newspapers, 
Part IV, accessed via the Gale portal at the British library on 8 September 2019. 
232 We could not find any proofs to support the identification made by Frederic-Richard Maupillier in ‘L’académie 
de Lunéville’ In Pays Lorrain (2017), p.312. 
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Mr Balhurst [sic]: Honorable Benjamin Bathurst (1711-1767) 
Although he had been previously identified as “Henry Balhurst [sic]”233, he is most likely to be 
Honourable Benjamin Bathurst who travelled with Charles Wyndham to Lyons.234 Bathurst, 
Wyndham and Lyttleton did a fair part of their Grand Tour together, at least until December 
1729.235 Benjamin and George probably met in Lorraine before being meeting Wyndham. 
 See George Lyttleton (1728) 
1729 (2) 
*M Evelyn un gouverneur [sic]: Charles Evelyn & his tutor 
He is probably Charles Evelyn, son of John Evelyn (1682-1763) of Wotton House, Surrey. 
Although John seems to have made his career within the Whig administration,236 he has always 
retained a fascination for the Tories237 and the Stuarts.238 
1733 (1) 
William Pitt, Lord Chatham (1708-1778) 
Son of Robert Pitt (1680-1727), William Pitt the elder – future prime minister - attended the 
academy between October and November 1733.239 When we look at the list of the attendees and 
Pitt’s biography, it seems obvious that one of the previous attendees had put a good word to the 
future prime minister. Indeed, from 1717 to 1721, the Pitt benefited from the Stanhope-
Sunderland ministry support240 and his brother, Thomas, had attended the academy in 1726. In 
1719, William entered Eton College before attending Trinity College, Oxford in 1727, where 
he became a good friend of George Lyttleton.241 In 1728, he attended the University of Utrecht 
and probably went on the tour after this. 
 
233 It seems to be an error of identification by Frederic-Richard Maupillier in ‘L’académie de Lunéville’ In Pays 
Lorrain (2017), p.312. 
234 Petworth House archives, 6320 (24, 29 Sept. 1729). 
235 SPF 98/31, f°16. 
236These information are partially derived from John Chichester notice available at 
https://www.historyofparliamentonline.org/volume/1690-1715/member/evelyn-john-ii-1682-1763, accessed on 
14 April 2019. 
237 Evelyn Lord has noticed that he was in regular contacts with many Jacobite Tories in The Stuarts’ secret army, 
pp.11, 14, 16, 28. 
238 He made laudatory comments on the resemblance between James III’s portrait from St Germain, and his mother, 
thereby recusing the myth of the warming-pan. Edward Corp, A Court in Exile, p.184. 
239 Jean Boutier, ‘A l’épreuve du cosmopolitisme’, p.83. 
240 Michael J. Turner, Pitt The Younger: A life (New York: Hambledon Continuum, 2003), p.1. We can notice here 
that Stanhope and Sunderland are names regularly appearing on this list. 
241  Jeremy Black, Pitt the Elder (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998), p.5-9. 
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“Etat des Externes depuis 1725 jusque 1728”242 (10) 
Milord Houpe [sic] 
 See John Hope (1725) 
*Mr Sandilands [sic] & Mr Sandilan [sic] 
This could the Scottish Doctor Alexander Sandilands, who travelled back from Italy to Paris in 
1719 with Richard Boyle, 3rd Earl of Burlington (1694-1753).243 
See Richard hill (1711) 
Milord Corcy [sic] 
 See Milord Carcy (1722)  
M Stuartz [sic] 
 Probably the Old Pretender. See Charles Francis Edward Stuart (1713) 
*M le Chevalier Mitmiston [sic]  
This could be David Colyear, Viscount Milsington (1698-1729), the elder son of David Colyear, 
1st Earl of Portmore (1656-1730), who travelled from England to Rome in 1729. He was very 
ill and died on his way to Naples; They might have chosen to stop on the way in Lorraine in 
order to rest.  
M. Extraford [sic] 
*Milord Napir [sic]  
 This could be William Napier who was in Padua in 1719. 
M Pitt [sic] 
 see Thomas Pitt (1726) 
Milord de Baufordt [sic]: Henry Somerset (1707-1745), 3rd Duke of Beaufort  




242 This part of the list concerns the “externs” as it appears in the ADMM. When possible, the identifications are 
crossed with the list of interns. For more on this distinction, see Part II Chapter 1. 
243 Lord Burlington: Art, Architecture and Life, ed. by Toby Barnard & Jane Clark (london: The Hambledon Press, 
1995), p.256. 
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Annexe IV: Transcription of the writings about displacement created 
by Travellers from the British Isles in the Duchy of Lorraine (1697-
1736)244 
 
The list comprises the main sources of our travel texts’ corpus: they are, either previously 
unconsidered as travel narratives, or new unpublished manuscripts discovered for the 
purpose of this study. If the holder of the documents has authorised it, we have included 
reproductions of the relevant pages. When they did not, we have produced a full 
transcription of the pertinent passage. Documents previously published in edited 
collections are indicated with their original references and with the relevant collection. 
The complementary historical documents used to analyse the writings about 




1- Journal of an anonymous travel to Lunéville 1720-1721 (BL Add Mss 60552, 
non-folio)245 
 
Came about 2 a Clock to St Dezier Sixteen Leagues from Chalons layd there all night in ye yard at the 
Post House. St Dezier is a Little Town with 4 Bastions Xafort of a Citadele att ye Gate of which is a 
Bombarde of Beaten Iron of a Great Length.  
There is a large wood in Lorraine, very bad roade. Came to Ligny 3 posts & a half all up & down Hille 
Came att night to Toul 16 Leagues from St Dezier, the 7 or 8 leagues thro a better Country. Lodg’d at 
ye Lion D’or a good house & cheap. See ye Cathedrall Annunciations Day. The Bishop with great 
Solemnity celebrated a said mass but pretty good  
The Cathrdall Gothick but fine: on Each side ye outward Gate is Adam & Eve in Red Stone and Odd 
Posture.  
 Toul is a pretty Large Towm better peopld than even Nancy, it is but indeferently fortified but they are 
mending ye fortifications & Enereasing the walls 
Set out at 4 with Post Horses to Nancy 4 leagues past between 2 Woods Came to Nancy about 7 lodgd 
an Coche de Paris, found there our baggage which we had sent before with a footman. 
Rested see ye Palace that is begun ye Gardens upon ye Basin.  
 
244 Only the passage dealing with the Duchy of Lorraine have been reproduced here. The biographical information 
of the authors is available in the biodata produced in Annexe IV. 
245 The document comprises a summary description of the travel in the form of an account on the right page and 
the following text on the left page, which has been reproduced with its original layout and spelling. The traveller 
leaves London on 18th April 1720 and return to England on 11th January 1721. For more, see Part II Chapter 2 and 
Part III Chapter 2 & 3. 
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Saturday set out in ye Coche which goes every day to Luneville at 10 O Clock Each person 50 sols. 
Stopt 2 leags of att St Nicholas a Village named from ye Church which is an ancient Gothick Building 
but a place of great devotion several Pillars of ye Church are surrounded with chains & iron Girdles of 
ye Slaves, St Nicholas has delivered, particularly those of ye Mount. Linonge, which are of a prodigious 
Weight, he was transported out of Turky into Lorrain by a miracle of that sains.  
Came to Luneville 3 Leagues for ther about 5 a Clocl Lodgd au Grand Monarque. Gave our letter to 
Baron Sauster who received us very civilly earned us to the Play & got us presented to Both her their 
Royall Highness. The Duke spoke to us in German very Civilly.  
Removd to other Lodging we hird in a Pemeury  Makers, hence the next house to ye 3 horses.  
Here is an Academy, where Noblemen & others learn all their Exercices as riding ye Great Horse, 
Fencing, dancig, Mathematicks & the Duke of Lorrains Court is a small Court but very splendind.  
Everyone appearing very handsomely especially at feast days. Here are Balls & plays kept at ye Dukes 
Expence.  
He takes frequently the Diversion of all sorts of Hunting, as ye Stag, ye Boar, Wolf & hare, & sometimes 
Shooting several sorts of Birds.  
I learnt here my Exercice & at leisure always went to Court.  
There were here abundance of young German noblemen. The English were my Lord Spencer eldest son 
to ye Earl of Sunderland., my lord Cavendish, 2 sons to the Duke of Devonshire, my Lord Fingall an 
Irish Lord, my Lord Mansells Youngest Son & Mr Stradling, Mr Bulstrode madame Vanes family, Here 
are settld in this Country Severall Irish Families as Mr Warren Family, madame Throckmorton  
The Duke keeps a very fine Equipage abundance of Coaches & fine Chaises very finely Guilt after all 
sort of Fashions, a vast number of men in Liveries Besides ye Sirs & Pages which have very handsome 
Liveries A Great Number of English Hunting Horses which are kept in handsome stables besides ye 
Spanish managd Horses & Severall Setts of Coach Horses, & Huntsmen very handsomely cloathed in 
Green Cloths as ye Duke Himself & ye Other Gentlemen that are of his Court have laid with Gold. The 
Country of Lorrain is not Extraordinary, very woody & here & there rocky & Mountainous & ye Natures 
not overchill to Strangers. Remov’d in Nov from Luneville with ye Court to ye Capitall town nancy : 
The town is a pretty neat town. The streets spacious & House pretty Regular.  
 Set out the 5th January in a Port Chaise & 5 Horses for Toule 4 Leagues dind there laid at Void 
4 leagues of 
 Set out Early in ye morning dind at St Aubin 3 Leagues, passd thro Ligny & laid at Barleduc 5 
leagues of  
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 Set out the next morning for maison du Wall din’d there 4 leagues or 2 posts, ingoing from then 
at something of four Chaise broke which obligd us to return & lay there that night. 
 Set out for Sommerville 6 long Leagues bad Way with 6 Horses dind there came afterwards to 
Chalons 4 leagues, amid in te Evening at Petite Loge 6 Leagues further. 
Set out in ye morning early amid at Rheims where dind 4 Leagues of, to Portavier 5 Leauges Further 
long there.  
 
2- Edward Southwell, Travel journal of Edward Southwell, M.P. (1705-1755), son of 
Edward Southwell, Secretary of State for Ireland, describing his journey from 
Paris to Naples by way of Turin, Florence and Rome (BL Mss 34753)246 
 
The Diary of Our Journey  
Sept 6 To Strasburgh  
  7 D 
  8 Thro Saverne, Phaltsbourgh & Homàrtin to Sarbourg  
  9 Thro Blanmont & Benaminy To Luneville 
(…)  
 From hence we had a steep mountain to ascend, & a view of 3 castles call’d the Haut-Mans, which247 
formerly kept the Country in great awe, but have been long since destroyed; at the top fo the Rocks hang 
over prodigiously, we saw one above 30 feet high from whence an old Duke of Lorraine leapt on Horse 
back into the Road to escape his enemies that pursued him, & there is an Inscription fixd thereon.  
From Hence we had good roads & fine woods to Phalsbourg an old fortification, garrisond by the French; 
the Walls are Built on natural Rock, which is 4 or 5 feet high, & the Dutches are large & steep.  
From hence we passd thro Hommartin & lay at Sarbough, and old Walled town, now ruined, but has 
part of a French Regiment of Horse in it.  
 
246 The Letters written by and to Southwell and his father during his period were used in Annexe IV to trace some 
of the information about their journey, but do not contain and narration of their travel itself. BL Egerton MS 3805 
& BL MP 1082. We have transcribed here the passage of Southwell’s journal which are solely related to Lorraine 
from the BL Mss 34753. 
247 Southwell tends to Abbreviate “which” as “Wch” in his narrative. We have chosen to use the full form for 
readability. 
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9/20248  We came to Blamont in Lorrain, an old Fortification, & from thence pass’d thro benaminy & go 
to the Belle Etoile at Luneville by Noon. Within a league we saw a fine House of the Marq de Craon, 
who Is Grand Ecuyer, & his lady premiere Dame de la Cour & favourite of the Duke.  
After Dinner Baron Shack, lately Envoy in England & Commt of the Venerie come to see, & treated us 
in the Evening with a fine supper. Upon his acquainting the Duke of our arrival he orderd us one his 
Coaches.  Baron Shack Shewd us all under his Province, the different Kennels of English Hounds, 
Beadles, Greyhounds, Wolf Dogs, Blood Hounds, the Kitchen for his Dogs, a Stable of 40 horses for 
the Huntsmen, & lastly to the long House, where, he has toils sufficient to encloses 5 miles of Ground, 
in which 3000 peasants are employd, to beat the game in, & then the Toils are drawn nearer and nearer 
in order to give his RH the count the Diversion to see them pass by a Tent Pitch’d for that purpose.  
10/21249: We went to Court about 11, & were presented to his RH by the Marq Lamberti250, first 
chamberlain & were graciously receivd. He is 46 years of age, Comely, & extreamly civil. He married 
the Regent’s sister, & has now alive one son, of 14 now with the Emperour at Prague: another pretty 
youth of 10 & 2 princesses of 13 & 11 years old. We were also presented to her Royaly H, & the Young 
Prince. 
 We were invited to dine with the Duke, whose custom is to dine every day in Company, as the 
Dutchess does in another room with Ladies, but at night they sup together with particular Company. 
There dined with us the new French Bishop of Toul who came thither to pay his respects upon his new 
Promotion, Toul having formerly belong’d to Lorrain, as also the Bishopricks of Metz & Verdun, til 
they were taken away by the French above 50 years ago.  
  In the afternoon we went to look upon his RH Buildings : He had the misfortune 3 years ago, 
to have a large Wing of his Palace burnt, which consumed that Part he lived in, & a vast quantity of fine 
furniture, but he is now got into a new Wing of Building, which is very handsome, what remains to be 
done, will be of good Freestone & in a fine tast of Architecture. The Party Walls go up to the top of the 
House, & the Roof are in Short Hipps, covered with large plates of Iron, which is a new Experiment, & 
tis to be doubted if they will keep tite, for they are only supported with Stay nails & a little nofs put 
under there.  
 We went to see the Orangerie, where are a great Number of good trees & a large plain house to 
put them in. The kitchen Gardens are also large for the use of the palace. There is nothing fine at the 
Dutches’s Menagerie; but a good quantity of excellent, & several sorts of towl with an old House, where 
her RH entertain the Duke & the Maids of honors do the Cookery.  
 
248 The dates are always indicated in this form. Here, you can read 20 September. 
249 21 October. 
250 The Marquis of Lamberty is identified in part I Chapter 1 section c and Chapter 2. 
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 We then visited the Gardens, where is a Wilderness prettily Laid out, as is the whole design, tho 
the Building now in hand has hinderd the nearer parts being finished. From hence we went to visit the 
widow of Coll Leigh, who has a Regim of Irish in the French Service; & she is the Daughter of one Capt 
Throgmorton, a relation to the old Lord Carlingford, & from hence to a very handsome Supper at Baron 
Forstners.  
 11/22 We were invited to hunt with his RH toh (Which) was very magnigicient.       The Huntsmen went 
out early & soon after abover 50 Saddles Horses.  
About 10 His Rh, & the rest went upon a Machine calld a Vorst, like a Bench or Form slung upon a long 
Coach Carruahge, & hung upon springs which holds 10 people, who ride astride, & are drove by 6 
Horses & 3 Pastillions at a full Gallop 
My father had a Pharton & 4 horses. 
At the Rendezvous there was a tent piched at a table, covered with 10 dishes, & in an hour we set out 
for Hunting. The Duchess being come up with the Young Prince, & dress’d in a marons Habit. The stag 
was soon on Fool, & the Chace laster for 6 Hours, but the Stag was lost, & so we returnd home on the 
Vorst. We changed Saddle Horses 3 times & my Father 5 times: His Coachmen buckled himself into his 
box to prevent his being jolted out in Galloping; His Highness had 200 Horses & as many Dogs in the 
Field, 7 at night at that were at the Hunt according to Custom Supd with his RHighness.  
2/23 We went to the Academy to see the Young Gent ride, & we saw several fine managed Horses. This 
academy enjoys more privileges than anyin Europe for the House & 40 Horses are given by the Dule, 
and those who come thither pay 1200 Livres plain & 400 Entrance for their Board & the Benefit of 
Riding, Dancing, Frencing, Mathematicks & History: The Duke shews them respect, & invites them to 
dine or Hunt with him according to their behaviour.  
There are there at present of the Kings subjects,  
Mr Casey Lord Falkland’s son, Mr Wogan his Gov,  
Mr Humes Lord Polwarth’s son,  
Mr McLorain an enminent Mathematician his governor,  
Mr Maguise of Ireland  
& there are many Princes & person of German Quality there.  
Over against the Academy is an house for the Dukes Pages, which are now 21, but were formerly 
40. They are taken parting case of in every part of Education, & then provided for in one way or another 
& all of different nations:  
 There is a son of S Cecils’ Bishops & of Mr Ohara of Ireland amongst them. From hence we waited of 
her RH at her Toilet, where while her Head is combing, there is always a room full of Company; & 
thence to the Foundery where some fine Briefs Cannon have latterly been cast, & his RH met us there 
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to Shew a machine which by the influence of fire, & a wheel turnd round very swiftly, will purifie fall 
water, & exhale the Fresh Effluvias, as the sun does from the Sea, but the small quantity of fresh water 
it can produce will hardly answer the trouble of carrying so large a machine a ship board. His RH carried 
us home in his Coach, & we dined with him at his machine table, which by the help of a Trap food, 
serves up a table with all sorts of Victuals & Wine, without any Servants Waiting. The Table is round, 
the larger Circle where the plates are remains fixd by the two XX let down & up at pleasure.  
 After dinner we were shewn some Tapestry full of Gold & Silver 200 years old, & other fine 
pieces containing the Dukes’ fathers victories against the Turks.  
The Dutchess’s apartments are very fine, & full od the richesses of her own, & the Orleans 
Family. There is a very Pretty moving picture, filld with Coaches, horses, & men at work of all sorts of 
architecture all which moves to the Life.  
We went to the Mechanick Chamber, where Mr Varance Shewd us all the Mechanical apparatus 
he had brought from England, a new Orrery he had made himself for the motion of the sun, moon & 
Earth only, a pair of Globes about 36 inches Diameter, some Experiments for the perpetual Motion He 
was at first Prentice to a Smith that made Jacks, but his great Genuis & application to Mechanicks, 
indued His RH to educate him and send him for a year & half into England to be under Mr Desaguiliers, 
where he learnd all his art.  
I must not forget the two fine stables his RH has under his two wings of old Buildings each of 
which hold two row of Horses, & have prodigious great arches over them.  
 The Royal Chapel is very magnificent, like the Jesuists Church at Antwerpt, or the Chapell at 
Versailles; being ahorrd with a double story of Corinthian stone flutted pillars & is Semicircular on the 
Altar Side.  
At night after Count my Father supd with the Duke & Dutchess, & Mr Yale and I went out of 
Town tp sup at the Marq Lamberti’s who has a pretty box, which commands a Prospect of the whole 
town & Country.  
 
Duke & Dutchess of Lorrain                                 9. 
Prince at Prague    14                     Young Prince    10 
Two young Princesses                      Prince d’Elbeuf  
Prince & Princess de Luxen.  Grand Maitre.  
Marquis de Craon. Grand Ecuyer  
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Marquise de Craon   Premiere Dame de la Cour  
Monsegneur de Montigny Grand Veneur (worth 100,000 livres plain)  
Baron Schack  Commandant de la Venerie 
Marquis Lambertie, Premier Gentilhomme de la Chambre  
Monseigneur Huitampier Gouverneur of the Young Prince  
Marquis de Spada  1er Gentilhomme de Madam 
Marquise de Ligneville Premiere Dames d’honneur  
Baron Phosnase251  
Mr O Gara Query  
Baron Lucati, Master of the academy  
Mr Mountague 1er Ecuyer de l’academie  
Mr Warren  
 
 We went with Baron Phorstnare in one of his RH Coaches & 6 along a Delightfull Chausse to Rosiere 
7 miles from Luneville, where we saw the Salt Pits, from whence his RH draws yearly a great Revenue 
of…………………...252 There is a great wheel, which by the force of the mefill (mefell?) a fresh water 
river tun round, & moves two balanciers 120 feet long, which altemately raise & depress two furkens, 
which pump air out the Salt water Cistern, & then the water rises in the pump 20 feet high, & runs into 
two Cisterns each of which contains 800 tun; & from thence into 9 Iron Pans under which there is there 
is fire always burning, each of which produce every 13 days 40 barrels of Salt of 650 tt each, & worth 
120 livres each. Four men work at each Pan, & 100 pound of this Salt water makes but 3 pound of Salt, 
tho 300 tt253 off some will produce 30 tt of Salt.     26000 bords of wood are burnt here in a year, & 13 
in a dat at each Pan. Each bord of Wood is 8 feet long 4 feet high & 4 feet thick.  
Marq Lambertie met us there in a port Chaise & his RH had before sent a Waggon with provision & his 
banks, who servd up 15 Dishes, besides all sorts of Wine & Toccay.254  
 
251 This could be a misspelling of Forsnter due to the mispronunciation of his name by the locals. In the next 
paragraph, the name is spelt differently and can be pronounced as such. 
252 The actual amount is missing on the original manuscript. Maybe Southwell had planned to complete the figures 
later. 
253 Total. 
254 This could be how Southwell spelt Tokaji (pronounced [Tokay]), a sweet white wine loved by the Habsburg 
monarchy, which Leopold surely encountered during his time at Innsbruck and Vienna. 
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 After dinner we passd thro’ St Nicholas, a large Village with a very fine Church, that had two towers 
in its front : we saw on the other side the River, the abbey of Chartreux, founded by the late Prince of 
Vaudemont father, & where he and his Lady are burried. There are 2 noble apartment for the R family, 
when they come there, & the monks have there Cells separate which altogether makes a fine Prospect.  
When we came near Nancy we drove up a new House, his RH has built & coverd 3 years ago, since 
which nothing has been done towards finshing it. The Design is made by one Mr Bois-franc an architect 
of Paris Tis a large handsone building ; the XX255 Bavaria has put his RH out of council with it, by 
saying twas too afar for a town House, & too afar for a Country House : We then went to Nancy, & 
alighted at the House of Monseigneur XX, G Marshall of the Duke & Bro in law to Marq Lambertie, & 
who has build a fine house furnished a la mode Françoise, with fine Tapestry Glasses, & where after our 
returm from the Castle we were finely entertaind at Supper, at which the French Envoy, a XX 
Nancy is a large town, tolerably well built: The French, who were in possession many years fortified 
itm but upon the Peace of Ryswick, being to restore it to Lorraine, they demolished their owm, & left 
only the old Works: There is a Citadel & the old Palace had much room in it, but his RH has begun to 
make an handsome new one, but the work has been for some time at a strand: there is one fo the prettiest 
theaters for Plays or Operas that can be seen, made by two Italian Brothers now at Vienna : all the 
Galleries & seats, & places for the R Family are made in a fine tast, & the theatre is furnishd with all 
sorts of Decorations & machines. There was nothing remarkable but the number of rooms, in the Old 
Palace, which are barely convenient, but not beautifull: There was a Gallery for Balls, now filld with 
the good of P Vaudemont House. The Garden of the palace is one of the Bastions & commands a fine 
prospect of the Country & Several Village. The river is from Hence navigable into holland. There are 
rebuilding the Primatial church, which will be very handsome & has 2 square Towers in the Front: This 
Pope has given leave that the Primacy should be vacant 10 years in order to apply 50,000 livres (the 
yearly Revenue) thereof to the finshing .  
At Nancy there is a Parliament & the Courts of Justice are there kept. 
14/25 We set about 10, & came before 1 to Gondreville where Prince D’Elboeuf has a country house at 
the Passage over the River, 2 miles from Toul: We there were Alighted & were entertaind with great 
Civility, & he resolvd we should lie there: He has made a party? box & is laying out much money in 
Terrasses to the Water Side. After Dinner, we went on his Vorst to his Woods, & he has there a small 
Sovereignty.  
 
255 This symbol marks words that are erased or unreadable on the manuscript. 
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There was a pleasant Hesmil of the Company, & we had 2 Capuchins at Supper, with whom the Prince 
was Jocose. 
15/26 We went thro Toul & Stopt to see a beautifull Cathedral & saw the tomb of Hebronuis XX who by 
his Coat of Arms, seemd allied to many of the noble families : He was killd in 1636. The Gravure or 
Illuminations before the Altar was very fine, as was the tomb of St Gerard, Bishop of this Church. This 
is the largest Diocess of France, having 1800 Parished & 36 Chanoins belonging to it.  
We lay that night at BarleDuc, the Capital of the Dutchy of Bar, & belonging to the D of Lorrain: It 
consists of an upper & lower town which gives it a fine Prospect.  
From Ligny to Barleduc about 7 miles after descending the high Hill, you come into a Valley not wide, 
but pleasant, & full of fine villages till you come to Bar. We went up a steep Hill to see the Castle, which 
is but ordinary tho the towm has many good private Houses: When the XX lived here, he lodged at 
Madam Colliquets. We here saw Major Birk of Tipperary, who has livd here from his Infancy in the 
Lorrain Service.  
D 16/27 We changd Horses at la maison de Val, & then were searchd by officers upon coming into the 
French Dominions, & thence we passd thro Sommeville, & by Notre Dame de l’Epine, where is a 
beautifull old Church with two rich Towers, like that of St Nicholas, & thence to Chaalons, where we 
had no time to see the beautifull Cathedral. We changd Horses again at … &… to Epernay, which is 
chief place for the best Champaing Wine. The prospect of Country all this day was very fine, & the 
mountains which appeared most barren, were full of the best Vineyards. Here we met with one 
Monseigneur Quatresous a Commissaire & Wine Merchant who kindly shewd us his Wine Press, worth 
15,000 livres, where the Grapes are laid in a bed 3 feet deep & then converd with heavy boards, which 
are pressd down with a Capiton: He made us tast of his new wines, which are most excellent, & he 
values the best at 300 Livres the XX or the pipe.     
17/28 He invited us next morning to his Garden, where we were treated with Beury XX fine Grapes, & 3 
bottles of excellent Champaign, & he forced 9 more into our Coach. Over at this Garden, we saw the 
abbey of Dauphile, famous for the best Champaign Wines, of which the Chevalier d’Orleans, natural 
son of the Regent is Abbot. All Champaign is made with red Grapes, & the only difference between the 
white & the Oeil de Perdrix is, that the former is pressed & the latter trodden. From hence we passd 
along a delightful Valley with the finest mountains covered with Grapes the prettiest Country houses, 
& greatest Variety of Villages & fine abbies. Near Espernay we saw the town of ai256 & passd by the 
abby of St Pierre, all which are famous Growths for Champaign.  
 
 
256 Ay-champagne was already renowned in the 18th Century. 
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3- Travel document of Charles and Robert Spencer (via Humphrey Fish and Sarah 
Marlborough correspondence)257 
- Account books of Humphrey Fish and letters between Humphrey Fish & Sarah 
Marlborough about the travel of the Spencer Brothers 1727-1728 (Add Mss 61455)  
 
- letters of the Spencer Brothers & Captain Humphrey Fish to the Duchess of 
Marlborough 1718-1729 (Add Mss 61444)  
 
4- Travel texts related to the journey of Patrick Hume with Colin MacLaurin258 
 
Scientific documents (Edinburgh University Special Collection GB 233 coll-425)259  
 







257 The part of this correspondence dealing with Lorraine are reproduced directly in the text of the present study. 
258 The correspondence of Colin MacLaurin has been partially published in Stella Mills (Ed.), The Collected Letters 
of Colin MacLaurin (Nantwich: Shiva publishing, 1982). More precisely, the letters related to the Duchy of 
Lorraine and its Academy are letter number 6 (p.13), 7 (p.15), 8 (p.16), 10 (p.21), 118 (p.166), 119 (p.168), 120 
(p.169), 206 (p.436).   
259 These documents have been reproduced and analysed by Olivier Bruneau in Colin MacLaurin: l’obstination 
mathématicienne d’un Newtonien (Nancy: Presses universitaires de Nancy, 2011), apart from the two following 
letters, which we have photographed from the archives of the Royal Society in London. 
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 Letters of Valentin Jamerey Duval, written from Lunéville to the secretaries of the Royal Society, to Dr 
Edmund Halley on 7th June 1725 (EL_V_59) and to James Jurin on 22 February 1726 (EL_V_60). 
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5- William Freeman Journal260, Journals of two tours made by William Freeman, 
maternal grandfather of the 3rd Earl of Hardwicke 1727-1729 (BL, Hardwicke 
Papers, Vol DCCCI, Add 36249) 
 
Toul à un bel Duomo la di cui facciata è più piccola, ma non menoricca di quella di Rheims. & viene 
cosi accompagnata di 2 belle Forri non dissimili alla gran torre di Boslon.  
Nancy è situata in una valle fra montagne coperte du Boschi ma il Paese dalla parte di Luneville è più 
piano ed assai più bello.  
è una città ben edificata, & le strade sono bellissime essendo dritte & spaziore cene quattro che 
traversano la città. La Piazza del mercato è quadrata & cosi grande che Bloomsbury square. Vi sone 3  
Chiese nove è bellina quella che si chiama Primaziale è nella forma d’une croce, con quattro capelle 
intorno il mezzo che è un poco voltato come una cupola & 2 altre sulle 2 bande la Facciata è voga & 
vien ornata da 2 Forri leggiadre che si terminano in Cupola questa parte della città si chiama la vieille 
Ville. L’altra cioè la Ville neuve è forificata ma Le fortificazione sono mal in ordine ivi il Duca 
àprincipato un Palazzo ma non è mezzafinito ed & an che neà principiato un altro une mezza legha tuor 
della città verso Luneville & quello anche stà mezzo finita benche la situaziona è bella sopra un 
eminenza in questo di Nancy a Metz 5 poste un paese pamero pieno di Montagne coperte di boschi & 
vigne fra queste corre il fiume di Moselle che caminando queste strade si gode molte belle vedute. Il 
fiume è navigabile & dà il nome alvino che cresce in queste parti, perche trasportano il vino sul questo 
fiume. 
Metz è une città più tosto grande, è presidiata di mila uomini. Il Duomo è Gotico & grande ma poco 
bello. La Chiesa dei Benedettini è proprissima, ed à un vago orgabo. Gli Ebrei anno qui il privilegio di 
Nancy cè un bel Teatro anzi nobilisimo Il Palco di Stato della sua Altezza Reale è sopra di colonne 
grandi d’ordine Corinto vè un Luogo i Forastieri vè una altra bella cosa che non si paga niente  
esercitare la loro Religione, ma sono obligati di distinguersi nel portar la barba & un mantello nero. 
Sono quasi tutti qui poveri & miserabili. Sulle fortificazioni vè un bel giardino (credo chesia publico) 
che gode una bella vista del fiume , & delle montagne vicine. A una lega fuor do Metz verso Nancy. Il 
vescovo à fabricata une bella Villa, ma la sua situazione è troppo bassa se fosse posta sul colline che 
non è più di 200 passi distante aureble goduto un bel vedere. Ancora une mezza lega verso Nancy si 
vedano alcune avanze d’un antico aquadotto Romano, che fù fatto condurre aqua alla città di Metz. Li 
Contadini la chiamano il ponte del diavolo alla mezza strada a Pontamousson vè un bel monastero  di 
 
260 William’s travel diary stories the travel of his twin-brother Catesby Freeman too, and it is written in Italian. We 
have transcribed the extracts about the Duchy of Lorraine and the Academy. For more, see biodatas of the author 
in Annexe IV and Part III Chapter 2 & 3. 
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Monaci bianchi, sta posto sul lidp del fiume la Chiesa è moderna & bella le Ale non sono divise dalla 
navata che per Colonne & sono della medesima ;  
 Luneville senza la Corte sarebbe inconsiderabile ma ora anno fabricato molte case, si puo dire una 
strada se non due. Tutti li mercanti pero & il comercio sono a Nancy. Il palazzo non è ancor finito vi 
manca almeno una quarta parte. Il Disegno è infor,a d’un H si vede a traversa la Colonara che è nel 
mezzo del H li giardini dall’ altra parte, he non sono troppo bene in ordine. Il Duca è grosso & grassa il 
suo voloto è rubicondo porta sempre un abito verde è cortesissimo agli forastieri & particolarmente agli 
Inglesi. La sua cortesia verso i Fedeschi è d’un disegno politico è stimato il piu sapiente uomo di tutta 
la Lorena. Tiene moltissimi corrieri darli intelligenza di tutto quello che passa in Europa ora à nei suoi 
pensieri di par succedere all  
 imperio il suo Figlio primogenito che sera à Vienna. A ancorra un altro  figlio un giovane di molto 
spirito & 2 figlie. La maggiore è un pocco folle ma la minore è bella & vivace il Territorio del Duca non 
è troppo grande cosi non affetta molta Grandez& à ben ragione perche non poteva sostenerla la sua 
maniera di vivere è simile a quella di un Duca, o Comte D’inguilterra. Si metta a tavola senza distinzione 
è molta grata. Intende bene varie Lingue u g Latino Francese Italianio Tedesco & un poco Turco cosi è 
capabile di trattare con naziono differenti. La Duchessa si mette a tavola con si poco cerimonia come il 
Duca, ma non è simile a lui è stimata pero per la sua castita une Virture che non fioriva troppo nella sua 
Famiglia. La Corte è piccola visono incira a 16 Dame dellequali otto sono  
Dame d’Onore  che sono belle ; ed essendo un poco allegre la Duchessa à stimata ben di assignarte delle 
Governatrici senza lequali non ardiscono d’andar in nissun luogo i loro Apartamenti sono nell’ala 
sinistra, & separati dagli atri per paura di consequeze. In questa piccola Corte non vè punto di Cerimonia 
và tutto un innocente Libertà, quando vè un Ballo 1 Vene sono da spesso, il Duca & la Duchessa vanno 
da una parte all’altra dove vogliono appunto come il Padrone & la Padrona d’una Famiglia durante li 
Minuetti & Balli Francesi stanno pero assisi, ma finili quelli no. Il Duca mantiene una banda d’istrioni 
tutto alle sue spese, dove li Forastieri sono ricevuti senza spesa & quando vanno alla Caccia dei Lupi O 
di Cinghiali O di Cerui, il duca fornisce di Cavalli a tutti quelli che sono invitati & senza esser invitato 
non  
conviene di andare ve una machina curiosa che serve condurre i cavalieri che vanno alla caccia al luogo 
di radunanza si chiama Whorst in Tedesco è una cosa comune in Germania. E un banco lungo che resto 
sospeso sopra un carro di 4 rote, sopra questo banco si mette cavalcione tiene 9 persone, il Duca si mette 
nel mezzo, che è il luogo più onorevole & piu dolce, come in una nave. Lo traggono & cavalli l’Hôtel 
d’Allemagne è una buona Osteria ve anhe le Sauvage.  
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6- Matthew Wise, Description of France, Lorrain, Switzerland, Republic of Geneva, 




























261 This reproduction has been ordered from the Beinecke Library. Matthew Wise writes in English on the left page 
and makes the translation in French on the right page, which is of good quality, See Part III Chapter 2 & 3. 
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7- John Durant Breval, Remarks on several parts of Europe: relating chiefly to the history, antiquities, and geography, of those 






262 Although we have analysed the editions of 1726, 1738 and 1739 for this dissertation, only volume I of the 1726 edition mentions Lorraine. All the reproductions are available 
on Breval’s BnF notice at https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb136046514, accessed on 12 May 2018. 
